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Abstract 
The pricing of derivative securities in finance has been dominated by modelling 
the underlying security as an Ito diffusion process. A major problem with diffu-
sion processes is that their sample paths are continuous almost surely and operate 
in a complete market model. Whilst local (and stochastic) volatility models in 
a diffusion setting do well in alleviating the volatility smile, they ignore one fun-
damental qualitative aspect of risky asset price dynamics: prices jump. Thus 
price dynamics driven by general Levy processes may provide a more realistic 
framework. 
This dissertation explores the variance gamma process, ,,;hich consists entirely 
of jumps, as a model for pricing derivatives. General properties are discussed in-
cluding a method of calibrating the model to the implied risk-neutral distribution. 
The pricing of an up-snd-out call, a lookback put and a GouLle barrier option are 
discussed assuming Geometric Brownian motion dynamics, followed by variance 
gamma dynamics. An efficient Monte Carlo method known as the 'truncated 
difference-of-gammas sampling' is discussed and implemented. A comparison of 
pnces concludes the dissertation. 
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Chapter 1 
Introduction 
Pricing and hedging of financial derivatives involves choosing a stochastic process 
for the underlying security. Of these, Ito diffusion processes have received the 
most interest. Loosely speaking, Ito diffusions are processes that are driven by a 
drift component and a continuous martingale component, given by a Brownian 
motion. Ito diffusions have continuous sample paths (because Brownian motion 
does) which means that the underlying process that you're trying to model, moves 
at each instant in time. Pure jump processes, on the other hand, move by jumps 
(possibly an infinite number of jumps in any finite time period) breaking down 
the continuity of sample paths. 
The underlying stochastic variables of interest in this dissertation will be stock 
prices. However, all pricing and calibration methods discussed in this dissertation 
apply equally well to indices, futures prices and various other traded instruments. 
The question of deciding whether the above mentioned variables belong to the 
class of Ito diffusion processes or pure jump processes will not be considered. 
Motivation for the use of pure jump processes will be expressed in the light of 
empirical research and qualitative aspects. Indeed, the modelling of stock prices 
is an art (although highly scientific in its methodology) and the choice of a par-
ticular underlying process should be based on a set of reasonable and justifiable 
assumptions. We give a brief discussion on Ito diffusion processes and pure jump 
processes and provide motivation for making use of the latter. 
1.1 Ito Diffusion Processes 
Definition 1.1.1 Suppose that (St)t is an N-vector Ito diffusion process. The 
TOund brackets aTOund S indicate that S is an adapted process. The dynamics of 
(St)t are given by the following stochastic differential equation: 
dS = /L(t, S)dt + o-(t, S)dHT (1.1 ) 
1 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 2 
where l1(t. S) is an N x 1 vector of drifts and (J'(t, S) is an N x K matrix such that 
(J'(J'T is an N x N matrix of volatilities and co-volatilities. VV is a K -dimensional 
Brownian motion. We interpret the stochastic integral in the Ito sense. 
D 
Note that in the one-dimensional case (N = 1), if we set 11 (t, S) = I1S and 
(J'(t, S) = (J'S, where 11 E lR, (J' E lR+, the dynamics of (St)t are given by 
dS = I1Sdt + (J'SdvV (1.2) 
which is the familiar geometric Brownian motion. 
Ito diffusion processes (of type (1.2)) have dominated the financial literature 
in the pricing of univariate and especially multivariate l options for a number of 
reasons. Perhaps the most important result in Ito diffusion theory is that of Gir-
sanov's theorem which guarantees (provided that the dimension of the Brownian 
motion equals the number of underlying assets, i.e. N = K) the existence of a 
unique risk-neutral measure implying that our market model is arbitrage-free and 
complete. See Karatzas & Shreve (1998) for a proof. In addition, the volatility 
matrix (J'(J'T is invariant under change of measure which means that the volatility 
matrix can be estimated from the 'real world' or historical measure. In fact, the 
maximum likelihood estimate of (J'(J'T is the sample covariance matrix which is 
observable under the 'real world' measure. 
Simulation of multidimensional Brownian motion is an elementary task (e.g. us-
ing Cholesky's decomposition of the covariance matrix) and hence prices of mul-
tivariate (path-dependent) options can always be computed with relative ease by 
Monte Carlo methods. See Glasserman (2004) for details. 
Many univariate options (e.g. vanilla calls, puts, barrier options) and some 
multivariate options (e.g. rainbow options) can be computed in closed form; 
meaning that they can be written in terms of a integral involving a standard 
(multi)normal density. This integral, in low dimensions, can be efficiently com-
puted. Otherwise, efficient Monte Carlo methods can always be employed since 
multidimensional Brownian motion is easy to simulate. 
Stochastic volatility models also belong to the class of Ito diffusion based models 
where the volatility itself is driven by a Ito diffusion process. 
1 vVe define a multivariate option as an option which has a payoff connected to more than 
one underlying asset 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 3 
1.2 Pure Jump Processes 
Pure jump processes attempt to model underlying variables with a process that 
consists purely of jumps. The 'jumps' in the process produce discontinuous sam-
ple paths. Pure jump processes can broadly be categorised into finite activity 
and infinite activity processes. The former consists of sample paths that possess 
a finite number of jumps in any finite time period (e.g. the compound Poisson 
process) whereas the latter consists of an infinite number of jumps in any finite 
time period. This dissertation will solely be interested in infinite activity pure 
jump processes. Finite activity processes do not possess enough 'movement' (un-
less coupled with a diffusion process) and lack modelling flexibility. There are 
also processes which consist of a mixture of a diffusion process and a pure jump 
process. They are usually termed 'Jump-diffusion' processes. These processes 
consist of a continuous diffusion component (usually given by a Brownian mo-
tion) punctuated by jumps at random times. 
1.3 Rationale for using Pure Jump Processes 
Stock prices, indices and futures prices are essentially determined by supply and 
demand. The Johannesburg Stock Exchange lists a price at every point in time 
which is the average of the highest bid and lowest offer price at which a buyer and 
seller are willing to pay/receive. Once the bid and offer price coincide, then a sale 
is conducted in which case the highest bid and lowest offer price change. This 
results in a change in the price of the stock in question. This price change clearly 
corresponds to a discontinuity or jump in the price process. Price changes clearly 
move in a discrete fashion in time and would seem unrealistic to model a stock 
price using a stochastic process with continuous sample paths which assumes that 
the price changes at every instant in time. Having said this, we will encounter 
pure jump processes which possess a count ably infinite number of jumps. Whilst 
these processes have discontinuous sample paths, the extent to which they add 
to the realism of stock price movements is debatable. 
Empirical research indicates that return distributions of financial variables (e.g. 
stock prices) exhibit asymmetry and fat tails. This applies to both historical re-
turn distributions and implied risk-neutral distributions. Existence of the volatil-
ity skew (and smile in exchange rate options) in the Black-Scholes model provides 
evidence that geometric Brownian motion is inadequate in capturing the return 
distributions of financial variables. One can alleviate this problem to a certain 
degree by introducing stochastic volatility. Stochastic volatility models do well in 
flattening the skew (more so with longer term options thall short-dated options) 
but have several problems. Firstly, stochastic volatility models do not explain 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 4 
the phenomenon of the skew. They are merely in place to provide a better fit 
of observed option prices to theoretical prices. The skew is present in option 
prices because of investor sentiment that financial variables are far more volatile 
(exhibit fat-tails) than what the normal distribution suggests. \Vhilst stochastic 
volatility models do well in this regard, they corne at the cost of unreasonably 
high and nonstationary values of the diffusion coefficient driving the volatility 
process, which are required to capture the (implied) fat-tails of return distribu-
tions. This poses estimation and calibration problems. 
Derivatives that trade on an exchange or OTC cannot be perfectly replicated. 
If this were the case, then one could synthetically create any such payoff using 
just the underlying variables. Why does a derivatives market exist? The answer is 
because derivatives cannot be perfectly replicated. "Markets are not complete. Ito 
diffusion processes (provided that the dimension of the Brownian motion equals 
the number of underlying assets) give rise to models that are complete (as a con-
sequence of the martingale representation theorem) which is clearly unrealistic. 
Processes consisting of only jumps give rise to models that are generally incom-
plete. This is far more realistic and lends itself to the study of hedging strategies 
(dynamic and static). 
1.4 The way ahead .... 
It should be clear that we are interested in an underlying process which does 
not suffer from the drawbacks of Ito diffusion processes. We seek processes with 
jumps. Levy processes are processes which incorporate jumps. The purpose of 
this dissertation is to give a comparison of prices of options obtained in a Black-
Scholes model and that of a model involving a pure jump process. The breadth 
and scope of Levy processes is vast and we have chosen one popular type known 
as the variance gamma process (Madan & Seneta, 1990). Studying the properties 
of the variance gamma process as a model for option prices does require some 
general knowledge of Levy processes. This is discussed in Chapter 2. Chapter 
3 moves on to the specifics of the variance gamma process discussing all aspects 
(quantitative and qualitative) required in pricing options. Barrier options have 
been chosen to make the various comparisons. These options seem to pose the 
greatest difficulty in a pure jump setting. An overview of the literature involving 
the pricing of barrier options in a Black-Scholes world is given in the beginning 
of Chapter 4. In particular, we focus on three types of path-dependent options 
namely 
• Up-and-Out Call option 
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CHAPTER 1. INTRODUCTION 5 
• Lookback Put 
• Knock-Out Double Barrier Call option 
The chapter also discusses a very efficient method of calculating prices of dou-
ble barrier options in a Black-Scholes world. We move on to pricing the same 
three options, but this time using a Levy process, in particular, the variance 
gamma process. We briefly discuss the methods available in pricing path depen-
dent options in a Levy world and focus on Monte Carlo methods. We start off 
by discussing available methods of simulation of the variance gamma process in-
cluding a method known as the 'truncated difference-of-gammas bridge sampling' 
(TDGBS) algorithm developed by Avramidis & L'Ecuyer (2004), which is very 
efficient. The TDGBS algorithm applied to barrier options virtually eliminates 
all bias induced by discretization of sample paths. The final chapter concludes 
with a brief comparison of option prices obtained using the Black-Scholes and 
the variance gamma model. Conclusions and recommendations wrap up the dis-
sertation. 
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Chapter 2 
Levy Processes 
This chapter explores the definitions and general properties of Levy processes. 
The majority of the theorems and definitions given are fairly general and only 
special cases of these results will be used in this dissertation. This dissertation will 
only provide proofs for theorems which are of interest to us whereas references 
to proofs of more general results will be stated. Good references include Sato 
(1999), Schoutens (2003) and Bertoin (1998). 
2.1 Definitions and properties of Levy Processes 
Definition 2.1.1 Let (D, 8', JP» be a probability space equipped with a filtration 8't 
which we assume satisfies the usual conditions. Ad-dimensional Cridlrig stochas-
tic process (Xt)t with X o = 0 is called a Levy process if it possesses the following 
properties: 
• Independent increments: if to, ... , tn is a finite increasing sequence of 
times then the random variables X to ' X tl - X to ' ... ,Xtn - X tn_1 are inde-
pendent. 
• Stationarity: the distribution of Xt+h - X t d X h for every h > o. 
• Stochastic continuity: VE> 0, [limh-->o JP>(IXt+h - Xtl 2: E) = 0] 
D 
The purpose of this dissertation is to model underlying financial variables (e.g. 
stock prices or indices) using a particular type of Levy process and to price var-
ious contingent claims thereon. Let us spend some time discussing why a Levy 
process would be appropriate for our underlying financial variables. 
6 
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CHAPTER 2. LEVY PROCESSES 7 
Firstly, independent increments of the process would imply that given aCT-algebra 
8't of available information at time t, the change in the underlying variable 
X t+h - X t is independent of what is known in our filtration. Here we assume the 
filtration is generated by (Xtk Suppose we discard the independent increments 
property; then changes in the underlying variable would be dependent on past 
information (non-lVlarkovian) implying that the weak-form of market efficiency 
breaks down. Hence prices and index levels do not fully reflect all information 
contained in them and there's room for statisticians to make profits. 
Secondly, stationarity of increments would imply that changes in our underlying 
variable X t+h - X t (of length h) have the same distribution for all times t. Sup-
pose we discard the stationarity property; then changes in the distribution (of 
time length h) would depend on time. This essentially means that we would have 
some knowledge about how the distribution of our underlying variables is going 
to change at some tiTne in the future. This is an unrealistic assumption. 
Lastly, the stochastic continuity of X t by no means implies that the sample paths 
are continuous. Cont & Tankov (2002) provide a good discussion. It is merely a 
condition which excludes processes which have predictable jumps (which are not 
useful for our applications in finance). 
Intuitively, a Levy process is the continuous analogue of a random walk. Consider 
sampling a Levy process (Xt)t at a set of evenly spaced discrete times given by 
to, ... ,tn' The process Xtn = 2::7=1 Yi where Yi = Xti - X ti _1 is a random walk. 
Indeed, Xtn it is a sum of independent, identically distributed (i.i.d.) random 
variables. This property of dividing X t into n i.i.d. parts is not true for all mea-
sures on random variables which leads us to our next definition. 
Definition 2.1.2 A distribution function F on]Rd is said to be infinitely divis-
ible if for any integer n ~ 2, there exists an i. i. d. sequence of random variables 
Yi, Y2 , ... , Yn such that 2::7=1 Yi has distribution F. 
It follows that any Levy process is infinitely divisible. Conversely, it can be shown 
that given an infinitely divisible distribution F then there exists a Levy Process 
(Xt)t such that Xl has distribution F. Sato (1999) provides a detailed proof. 
D 
Proposition 2.1.1 Let (Xt)t be a Levy process on ]Rd. The characteristic func-
tion of X t has the form 
where z E ]Rd and lP : ]Rd -----+ C 
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CHAPTER 2. LEVY PROCESSES 8 
Proof: Define w(t) = lE[eizXt ]. Now X t+s can be written as Xs + X Hs - Xs' 
Since X Hs - Xs is independent of Xs 
w(t + s) = lE[eiZXt+,] lE[ eiZX']lE[ eiZ (Xt +8 -X,)] 
lE[eizXs]lE[eizXt] (stationarity property) 
w(s)w(t). 
i.e. w(t) is a multiplicative function of t. Note that the stochastic continuity of 
(Xt)t implies that X t -7 Xs in distribution as t -7 s. Hence w(t) -7 w(s) as t -7 s 
(Levy Continuity Theorem). Therefore, W is a continuous and multiplicative func-
tion of t. It follows that there exists a function cp such that lE[eizXt ] = etr.p(z). A 
proof of this result can be found in Feller (1968). 
D 
There are two very important types of Levy processes. Firstly, it's easy to verify 
that Brownian motion satisfies the conditions of a Levy process. The second 
important type of Levy process is known as the compound Poisson process to be 
defined below. We first need to define a counting process. 
Definition 2.1.3 Let {Tn' n ~ I} represent an increasing sequence of random 
times with the property that JID(Tn -7 CXJ) = 1. Define X t by 
is known as a counting process. 
Definition 2.1.4 Let Nt be a Poisson process with intensity A > 01 . Recall 
that Nt is a counting process with independent and stationary increments with 
probability mass function given by 
Let Yi be an i. i. d. sequence of random variables with characteristic function F 
and distribution p. A compound Poisson process, Xl, is defined by 
D 
1 A can be interpreted as the average number of jumps or arrivals per unit time 
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CHAPTER 2. LEVY PROCESSES 9 
It's easy to verify that X t is a Levy process. See Cont & Tankov (2002) for a 
proof. The characteristic function of X t can be computed as follows: 
IE [IE [e izXt INt ]] = IE[FNt] 
00 e-)'t P.,t)i (F)i L ., Z. 
i=O 
et).(F-l) 
et). J~(e'ZX-l)d,,(x) (2.1) 
It should be clear that a compound Poisson process has discontinuous sample 
paths. A typical sample path is a step function. 
Define a new measure v on (lR, B(lR)) by 
(2.2) 
where A E B(lR). v(A) can be interpreted as the expected number of jumps in 
A per unit time. We will call v as the Levy measure of the compound Poisson 
process. The Levy measure is not specific to compound Poisson processes and 
can be generalized to all Levy processes. This leads us to our next definition. 
Definition 2.1.5 Let (Xt)t be a Levy process on lRd . The Levy measure of (Xt)t 
is defined by 
v(A) = IE[#{t E [0, I]} : l:::,.Xt =1= 0, l:::,.Xt E A] where l:::,.Xt = X t -limXs 
sTt 
v(A) is the expected number of jumps in A per unit time. The Levy measure v(A) 
as defined above is a mapping from B(lRd ) -------+ lR+. The Levy processes considered 
in this dissertation will have Levy measures which are absolutely continuous with 
respect to Lebesgue measure, i.e. they have densities. This is certainly not always 
the case. For our purposes, it suffices to interpret the Levy measure as follows 
where Vd(Xl' X2,"" Xd) is known as the Levy density of the Levy measure. 
o 
The compound Poisson process on lR has a particularly simple form of Levy 
measure given by equation (2.2). See Cont & Tankov (2002) for details. Now 
suppose that /1 has a density f. Defining a new density vd(x) = )..f(x), we have 
v(A) = fA vd(x)dx where vd(x) is the density of the Levy measure v. Note that 
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CHAPTER 2. LEVY PROCESSES 10 
vd(x) is not a probability density since it integrates to A and not 1. 
Example. Suppose (Xt)t is a compound Poisson process on JR with intensity 
A and jump size density 
1 (X_I,)2 f(x) = --e-~ V27fa 
The jumps of (Xt)t arrive according to a Poisson process with a average rate of 
A per unit time and the size of the jumps are given by a normally distributed 
random variable with mean 11 and variance a 2 . Let A denote the set of jumps 
which have a size of less than 1, then (Xt)t has Levy measure 
1 A 11 -(X_I,)2 (1 - 11) v(A) = A f(x)dx = ((L e ~ dx = AN --A v 2na -00 a 
where N(x) = vk- J~oo e-~p2 dp. Note that when A = JR (jumps of all sizes) then 
v(A) = A < 00. The expected number of jumps per unit time on any bounded 
interval is finite, i.e. the compound Poisson process has a finite number of jumps 
in any time period. The compound Poisson process is an example of a pure jump 
process of finite activity to be defined below. 
Definition 2.1.6 Let (Xt)t be a Levy process on JRd and let v be its Levy measure. 
(Xt)t is said to be of finite activity if v(JRd) < 00. (Xt)t is said to be of infinite 
activity if v(JRd) = 00. 
The compound Poisson process is of finite activity. This dissertation is mainly 
concerned with infinite activity processes since finite activity processes, unless 
coupled with arithmetic Brownian motion to form a jump-diffusion process, do 
not adequately explain market movements of stock returns. Highly liquid stocks 
or indices have hundreds of trades per day which would require a very large A. 
Infinite activity models would provide a much more accurate approximation of 
how stock prices and index levels evolve. 
2.2 Jump Measures and Poisson Random Mea-
sures 
The construction of Levy processes requires knowledge of random measures and 
in particular, Poisson random measures. This section starts off with some defini-
tions and ends off by showing that a compound Poisson process can be written 
in terms of a Poisson random measure. The Levy-Ito decomposition, which is 
probably the most fundamental result in Levy process theory, makes use of this 
representation of a compound Poisson process. 
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CHAPTER 2. LEVY PROCESSES 11 
Definition 2.2.1 Let (Xt)t be a stochastic pTOcess on (D, 8', JlD) with values in JRd. 
Let H = (0, (0) X JRd\{O}. A random measure is a mapping Jx : B(H) x D ---+ N 
defined by Jx(A,w) = #{t: (t,L1Xt(w)) E A} for each Borel set A ~ Hand 
wED. If (Xt)t is a Levy pTOcess then we will call the random variable Jx(A) 
the j'ump measure of (Xt)t. 
Jx(A) counts the number of jumps L1Xt such that (t, L1Xt ) E A. It is clearly a 
non-negative integer-valued random variable since the number of jumps of (Xt)t 
depends on each wED. The jump measure of (Xt)t in any bounded time interval 
has a mass function which leads us to define a particularly important class of jump 
measures. 
o 
Definition 2.2.2 Let N x be the jump measure of a Levy PTOcess (Xt)t. N x is 
a Poisson random measure with intensity measure f1 if it satisfies the following 
criteria: 
( () ) 
e-I,(A) (/L(A))k 
• JlD Nx A = k = k! where A ~ H i.e. Nx(A) is a Poisson ran-
dom variable with intensity f1(A) . 
• if An B = 0, the random variables Nx(A) and Nx(B) are independent. 
We'll reserve the notation Jx for a general jump measure of (Xt)t and N x for 
the special case where the jump measure is also a Poisson random measure. 
o 
Proposition 2.2.1 Let X t = L~l Yi be a compound Poisson pTOcess with inten-
sity A and jump size distribution f1p. Its jump measure J x is a Poisson random 
measure with intensity f1 = ALeb @ v where v = A~lp is the Levy measure of the 
Poisson pTOcess and ALeb is the Lesbesgue measure. 
In different notation, the proposition states that if (Xt)t is a compound Poisson 
process then Jx - Nx . We refer the reader to Cont & Tankov (2002) for a proof. 
In fact, the above proposition can be generalized to any Levy process. 
Proposition 2.2.2 Let (Xt)t be an arbitrary Levy pTOcess. Its jump measure 
J x is a Poisson random measure with intensity A @ v where A is the Lesbesgue 
measure and v is the Levy measure of (Xt)t. 
o 
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CHAPTER 2. LEVY PROCESSES 12 
A proof can be found in Sato (1999). This proposition allows us to character-
ize compound Poisson processes in terms of its jump measure. Let (Xt)t be a 
compound Poisson process on nt+. We can then write 
X t = 1 xNx(d(s, x)) = L 6Xs1l',XsEA 
[O,t] x A sE [O,t] 
as a well defined compound Poisson process. Since the compound Poisson process 
has a finite number of jumps in any time interval, the stochastic integral has no 
convergence problems. Note that one could generalize the above construction to 
any pure jump Levy process provided that the process is of finite activity2, i.e. 
let (Xt)t be a pure jump Levy process on ntd with jump measure Jx . Then X t 
can be written as 
X t = r x Jx(d(s, x)) 
J(O,t] xITfd \ {O} 
(2.3) 
Note that X t is d-dimensional which requires us to interpret the above integral 
component-wise. Now consider a jump-diffusion process (a Levy process) given 
by 
(2.4) 
where I is the deterministic drift, W t is a d-dimensional Brownian motion and 
Zt is a pure jump process (independent of Wt) with jump measure Jz. Note 
that Jx Jz since It + CJWt is continuous a.s. (~Vt has no jumps). We can 
equivalently write 
Xt=lt+CJWt + r x Jz(d(s, x)) 
J(O,t]X[fd\{O} 
(2.5) 
using the same argument as above. Every pure jump Levy process can be written 
in the form given by equation (2.5) provided that Jz has a finite number of jumps 
in any time interval or equivalently, the Levy measure is of finite activity. Not 
every Levy process can be written in the form given by equation (2.5) since v(A) 
could be infinite (as in infinite activity processes), whereas the number of jumps 
of size ~ 1 can be shown to be finite on each bounded set, a.s. The stochastic 
integral appearing in equation (2.5) will not necessarily converge. This is because 
Zt may have an infinite number of small jumps and, when summed up, could be 
infinite. This will impose certain conditions on the Levy measure which alters 
the decomposition given in (2.5). 
2Else the stochastic integral may have convergence issues 
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2.3 Levy-Ito decomposition 
The Levy-Ito decomposition allows one to decompose every Levy process into 
four independent processes. This decomposition generalizes equation (2.5) to 
any Levy Process (finite and infinite activity). Here is the proposition in the case 
where the Levy measure has a density: 
Proposition 2.3.1 Let (Xt)t be a Levy process on !Rd. Then we may write 
X t = ,t + B t + xi + lim x: 
E--->O 
(2.6) 
where the four processes on the right are independent and 
• v, the Levy measure of Xt, is a Radon measure (i.e. finite on compact sets) 
with J;p;d Ixl 2 1\ 1v(x)dx < 00 and with v( {O}) = O. 
• , is the deterministic drift 
• B t is a d - dimensional Brownian motion with covariance matrix 2:. 
• xi = J(O,tjx{l x l2: 1 } xNx(d(s, x)) 
• x; = J(O,tjxkSlxl<l} x[Nx(d(s, x)) - v(x)ds] 
The processes xi, x; are compound Poisson processes. 
D 
The four terms are independent and convergence of X; is almost sure. The proof 
of this proposition is difficult and readers may refer to Sato (1999). The Levy-Ito 
decomposition tells us that every Levy Process can be factored into four inde-
pendent components. The decomposition is useful since it allows one to compute 
the characteristic function of any Levy process with ease. On the practical side, 
the decomposition allows one to approximate the simulation of any Levy process 
by truncating jumps of size smaller than f. This approximation is useful when 
dealing with intractable Levy processes. Note that the three parameters (2:, v, ,) 
uniquely identify the above decomposition which we will now refer to as the char-
acteristic triplet of the Levy process (Xtk 
The first two components ,t + Bt (arithmetic Brownian motion with drift) are 
the only components which are continuous (almost surely). The d-dimensional 
Brownian motion does allow for arbitrary covariance matrix 2:. The third com-
ponent, xi, is a compound Poisson process as disc1lssed in the previous section. 
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There are no convergence issues since Xi has truncated all jumps of size3 less 
than 1. v({lxl ::::: I}) can be shown to be finite, implying that the number of 
jumps of size greater than 1 must be finite. As stated before, v( {Ixl s I}) may 
be infinite which means in this case that there is an infinite number of small 
jumps per unit time and when summed up, could be infinite. The compound 
Poisson process appearing in the fourth term subtracts the average number of 
jumps at _each point in time. Once each jump has been centered, the stochastic 
integral X~, converges almost surely as f ----+ O. Again, we refer the reader to Sato 
(1999) for details. 
D 
The Levy-Ito decomposition can be simplified under certain conditions. One con-
dition which will be of importance to us is the case where the Levy process is of 
finite variation. 
Proposition 2.3.2 A Levy process with characteristic triplet (Z=, v, ,) is of finite 
variation if and only if z= = 0 and ~xl~l Ixlv(x)dx < 00. 
The proof of this can be found in Cont & Tankov (2002). An important corollary 
to Proposition 2.3.1 is given below. 
Corollary 2.3.1 Let (Xt)t be a Levy process with tTiplet (Z=, v, ,) on IFtd which 
is of finite variation. X t can then be uniquely expressed as follows 
Xt=bt+ r x Nx(d(s, x)) J(O,tlx~d\{O} (2.7) 
where b = , - ~x19 xv(x)dx. This decomposition should make intuitive sense 
since there is no Brownian component and there is no need to truncate jumps of 
size smaller than f since (Xt)t is of finite variation. This allows us to directly set 
f = 0 in equation (2.6) and hence obtain equation (2.7). 
2.4 Levy-Khinchin representation 
The Levy-Khinchin representation allows us to construct the characteristic func-
tion of any Levy process. Once we have the result on the Levy-Ito decomposition, 
it is easy to derive the characteristic function of any general Levy process. 
3Using the usual Euclidean norm, i.e. if x is a d-dimensional vector then Ixl = /,,£;1=1 x; 
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Proposition 2.4.1 Let (Xt)t be a Levy process on ~d with characteristic triplet 
(~, v, ,). The characteristic function is given by 
Proof: The Levy-Ito decomposition tells us that any Levy process X t can be 
written as the almost sure limit of ,t + Bt + Xi + x; as E ---+ 0, where Bt 
has covariance matrix~. Since almost sure convergence implies convergence in 
characteristic functions, by independence we have 
lE[ ei<z,( iHBtl>]lE[ ei<z,xi >]lE[ ei<z,-y;>] 
[e - ~tztr~Z+i<Z''Y>t] [e t IIxI2 1 (ei<z,x> -l)v(x )dx] [e t Ie.:: 1"1 < 1 (e'<z,x> -l-i<z,x> )v(x)dxj 
et( - ~ztr~z+i<z,'Y>+ II x l2 e (ei<z,x> -l-i<z,x> llxl9 )V(X )dx 
o 
The above term converges to equation (2.8) as E ---+ O. The cut-off of jumps 
in X; of size smaller than one is arbitrary and one may use any E > 04 . The 
representation given in equation (2.8) assumes that the Levy measure v has a 
density and is in fact not the most general form5 . It should also be stressed 
that the, term is not necessarily the drift of the Levy process (Xt)t. This 
constant allows one to re-write the characteristic function of any Levy process in 
the form given by equation (2.8) and hence easily read off from the characteristic 
triplet. For example, consider a compound Poisson process (Xt)t on ~ given by 
X t = L~l Y; where Y; is an i.i.d. sequence of random variables with common 
density f(x). It is possible to re-write its characteristic function given by equation 
(2.1) in the form given by equation (2.8). 
etA J~ (e iZX -l)J(x)dx 
etCft~ (e izx -l-izxllxl.::!l>.J(x )dx+ Ilxl':: 1 iZXAJ(x)dx) 
et(iz Ilxl'::! x>.J(x)dx+ IR(e'ZX-l-izxllxl.::Jl>.J(x)dx) 
et(iZf'+IR (e izx -l-izxllxl':: 1 )v(x )dx) (2.9) 
The characteristic triplet can easily be read off as (0, v, ,) where v(x) = >...f(x) 
and, = ~x19 x>...f(x)dx which is clearly not the drift since the compound Pois-
son process has no continuous part. The Levy-Khinchin representation given by 
equation (2.8) allows us to work with triplets rather than the complicated char-
acteristic function since the triplet uniquely identifies the characteristic function. 
The Levy-Khinchin representation has a number of simplifications. One impor-
tant simplification is given below. 
4The number 1 seems standard in the literature 
'"This general form is not necessary for our purposes 
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Proposition 2.4.2 Let (Xt)t be a Levy process with triplet (0, v, ,) on lRd which 
is of finite variation. Its chamcteristic function is given by 
(2.10) 
where b = , - ~x19 xv(x)dx. This representation allows one to interpret b as 
the drift of (Xt)t. This can easily be proved by making use of the decomposition 
given by equation (2.7). The Levy triplet of (Xt)t is given by (0, v, ,) and not 
(0, v, b). The next section deals with a particular type of Levy process which will 
be extremely relevant when introducing the variance gamma process. 
2.5 Subordinators 
Definition 2.5.1 Let (St)t be a Levy process on lR defined on a probability space 
(O,~, IP) with chamcteristic triplet (Z=, ¢, I)' (St)t is said to be a subordinator if 
IP(St ::::: S8) = 1 for every pair s < t. 
D 
A subordinator is an (almost surely) increasing Levy process. Subordinators 
have a number of properties which are deduced from the definition. Note tha.t 
the following statements are equivalent. 
• The Levy-Ito decomposition of (St)t cannot consist of a Brownian motion 
since (St)t is increasing and therefore of finite variation. This implies that 
z= = o. 
• ¢(A) = 0 for A = {( -00, a) : a :s; a}. There cannot be any negative jumps 
since (St)t is increasing. 
• St ::::: 0 for every t since So = 0 and (St)t is increasing. 
• St can be decomposed as bt+~O,tlxIRr1\{O}x Ns(d(s,x)) where b = ,-
~x19 x¢(x)dx and Ns is the jump measure of (Sdt. This follows from 
Corollary 2.3.1 since (St)t is of finite variation. 
The Levy-Khinchin representation reduces to 
(2.11) 
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Since St is a positive random variable, it is more customary to express the distri-
bution of St in terms of its moment generating function (m.g.f.). The m.g.f. (for 
u :::; 0) can be obtained by setting z = -i'lL in equation (2.11) and is given by6 
(2.12) 
The moment generating function of any subordinator can be written as lE[euSt ] = 
etl (u). vVe will call l ( 'lL) the Laplace exponent of St. 
o 
2.6 Brownian Subordination 
There are various ways of specifying a Levy process and one such way is via 
Brownian subordination. Brownian subordination involves specifying Brown-
ian motion with drift and time-changing the process by a subordinator, i.e. if 
X(t, w) = fJt + aB(t, w) is a Brownian motion with drift with fJ,a constant and 
S(t,w) is a subordinator then X(S(t,w),w) is said to be subordinated by S(t,w) 
with the resulting process given by X(S(t,w),w) = fJS(t,w) + aB(S(t,w),w). 
The next proposition is fundamental in constructing Brownian subordinated pro-
cesses. 
Proposition 2.6.1 LetX(t,w) = fJt+aB(t,w) be a Brownian motion with drift 
(a Levy Process on JRd) with characteristic triplef (I:,O,fJ). Let S(t,w) be a 
subordinator independent of X (t, w) on JR with Laplace exponent l ( 'lL) and char-
acteristic triplet (0, ¢, b). The process Yt defined pathwise is given by Y(t, w) = 
X(S(t,w),w) = fJS(t,w) + aB(S(t,w),w) is a Levy Process with characteristic 
triplet (I: s , vS, fJS) defined below. The characteristic function of Yt is given by 
(2.13) 
where l ( 'lL) is the Laplace exponent of S (t, w) . The characteristic triplet of Yt is 
given by 
• I:s = bI: 
• vS(x) = Jooo f(x, s)¢(s)ds 
6Recall that if <flx(z) is the characteristic function of a random variable X then its m.g.f. is 
given by <flood -iu) where i E C and u E ~ provided the m.g.f. exists 
7Note that aa tr = I: 
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• rJS = brJ + Jooo ~xlS;l xf(x, s)¢(s)dxds 
where f (x, s) has a multivariate normal density with mean vector rJ s and covari-
ance matri2' s~. 
o 
We give a proof of the characteristic function and refer the reader to Cont & 
Tankov (2002) for the completion of the proof. 
IE [eiz ( '!9S( t,w )+0" B( S( t,w),w))] 
IE[IE[eiz ('!9S(t,w)+O" B(S(t,w),w)) I S( t, w)]] 
IE[eiz '!9S(t,w)IE[ eizO"B(S(t,w),w)) IS( t, w)]] 
. z2,,2 S (t,w) IE [e2z'!9S( t,w) e ~ ---2--] 
2 2 IE[e(iz'!9~ z:; )S(t,w)] 
2 2 etl(iz'!9~Z:; ) (2.14) 
The process yt = X(S(t, w), w) is no longer a Brownian motion with drift. It is a 
pure jump process provided the subordinator has no drift. One can interpret the 
subordinator S(t, w) as a stochastic clock. For each w E [2 determines whether 
the clock runs faster or slower than calendar time t. Note that conditional on 
a sample path of S(t, w), the process X(S(t, w), w) is a Brownian motion with 
drift, but now S(t, w) is the time index and not calendar time t. 
The interpretation is highly intuitive when applied to modelling underlying fi-
nancial instruments such as stock prices or indices. Information comes in dribs 
and drabs and most certainly not in a continuous fashion like Brownian motion 
suggests. As discussed in Chapter 1, stock price movements are driven by new 
information in the market at discrete points in time. The subordinator models 
this information flow. Geman et al. (1998) argue that asset prices are Brownian 
motions; but only in business time. The business time is modelled by the subor-
dinator. 
Brownian subordinated models have become very popular in pncmg financial 
derivatives because of the intuitive concept of the stochastic clock (given by the 
subordinator) and their analytical tractability. In order to specify a Brownian 
subordinated model, one needs to decide on an appropriate subordinator which 
must have some desirable properties. Properties would include 
• the ability to simulate the subordinator. 
• provide a realistic view of the randomness involved in iuformation arrival. 
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• the expected time of information arrival at calendar time t should be equal 
to t, i.e. lE[S(t, w)] = t. On average, we desire our stochastic clock to 
coincide with calendar time. 
• contain sufficient parameters to maintain control of skewness and excess 
kurtosis of the underlying security. 
The univariate variance gamma model (Madan & Seneta, 1990) is one particular 
choice of a Brownian subordinated model which uses a gamma process as its sub-
ordinator. Another popular choice is the normal inverse Gaussian model which 
uses the normal inverse Gaussian process as its subordinator. This dissertation 
focuses on the variance gamma model. 
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Univariate Variance Gamma 
Model 
The variance gamma model was introduced by "Madan & Seneta (1990). Their 
objective was to provide an alternate model to using Brownian motion as the 
martingale component. This model needed to be both practical and empirically 
relevant. They argue that the long tailedness of the variance gamma distribution 
over the normal distribution provides a good empirical fit to stock returns. Madan 
& Milne (1991) argue that relative to the Black-Scholes model, the variance 
gamma option prices are higher. This is particularly so when the options are 
out-of-the-money with long maturities. Carr et al. (2002) extended the variance 
gamma process to include a diffusion component. They also allowed the process 
to be either of finite or infinite activity as well as a Levy measure which may 
have finite or infinite variation. This is known as the CGMY model. Their 
models were calibrated to both historical time-series and option price data. They 
conclude that whilst individual stocks may contain a diffusion component, indices 
do not. They also report a significant increase in skewness and kurtosis in the 
risk-neutral process when compared to the historical process. They conclude that 
the risk-neutral process is mainly of infinite activity but of finite variation. 
o 
3.1 The Gamma and Variance Gamma Process 
vVe start by giving an account of the gamma process followed by the variance 
gamma process. 
Definition 3.1.1 The gamma process denoted by Gt(o:, (3) is a strictly increasing 
(driftless) process with independent and stationary increments hence satisfying 
20 
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the conditions for a subordinator. The stationarity of increments implies that 
G t+h(a,(3) -Gt (a,(3):1:: G h(a,(3) for h > O. G h (a,,3) has a gamma density given 
by 
(3.1 ) 
D 
It is easy to show lE[Gh(a, (3)] = a(3h and Var[Gh(a,,6)] = a(32h. The Laplace 
exponent of G t (a,(3) is given by 
1 
l( u) = -a In(1 - u(3) for u < 73 (3.2) 
Since the Laplace exponent of a general subordinator is given by equation (2.12) 
we must have that ub + Jooo(eUX - 1)¢(x)dx = -a In(1 - u(3). Noting that b = 0 
(the gamma process has no drift) we can solve for ¢, the Levy density of the 
gamma process. This can be done as follows: 
(U 1 
-a In(1 - u(3) = -a Jo (3-1 _ y dy 
Hence the solution for ¢(x) is given by 
x 
¢(x) = ae-;'J 
x 
for u ::; 0 
since u ::; 0 
(3.3) 
The derivation above can be found in Sato (1999). Note that Jooo(x 1\ 1)¢(x)dx < 
00 satisfying the condition of a Levy measure of a subordinator. The Levy density 
¢(x) describes how frequently various jump sizes arrive. Since Jooo ¢(x)dx = 
00, the gamma process has an infinite number of jumps arriving per unit time 
(i.e. infinite activity process). The majority of these jumps are small since the 
number of jump arrivals (per unit time) of size greater than 1 is finite. Equation 
1 Existence of a Levy process is guaranteed since the Gamma( n.!3) distribution is infinitely 
divisible. Therefore. there exists a Levy process (XI)t such that Xl has a gamma distribution 
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(3.3) verifies this since an exponential damping factor of f3 curtails the arrival 
of large jumps. The r parameter2 must be chosen such that b = O. Therefore, 
r = Jo1 ae- 3 dx = a,B(l - e-~). In summary, the gamma process Gt(a, ,B), is a 
x 1 
subordinator with characteristic triplet (0, r:w: 3 , a.8(l - e-"])). 
D 
Definition 3.1.2 Suppose X(t, w) is a one-dimensional arithmetic Brownian 
motion with constant drift 19 and volatility a given by X(t,w) = 19t + aB(t,w) 
where B(t,w) is a one-dimensional standard Brownian motion, i.e. X(t,w) is 
a Levy process with characteristic triplet (a 2 ,O,v). Let G(t,w) be a gamma3 
subordinator, i.e. G(t,w) is a driftless gamma process. The process Y(t,w) = 
X( G(t, w), w) = vG(t, w) +a B(G(t, w), w) is known as a variance gamma process. 
The name originates from the fact that the variance of the Brownian motion has 
a gamma distribution. The univariate variance gamma proces~ is simply a one-
dimensional Brownian motion with drift subordinated by a gamma process. Let 
us discuss why a gamma process would be a suitable choice. 
Suppose we are dealing with a dynamic random experiment which models the 
arrivals of a certain object4 . Let Nt represent the number of arrivals by time t, 
i.e. Nt is a counting process which is clearly increasing in t. Assume that the pro-
cess (Nt)t has independent and stationary increments. Define a random variable 
T which represents the time till the first arrival. Now the set {Nt = O} occurs 
iff {T > t} which implies they have equal measure, i.e. IfD(Nt = 0) = IfD(T > t). 
Letting ,B(t) = IfD(Nt = 0) we can deduce from the independent and stationary 
increments of Nt that 
f3(t + s) IfD(Nt+s = 0) 
IfD(Nt+8 - Nt = 0 n Nt = 0) 
IfD(Nt+s - Nt = O)IfD(Nt = 0) 
IfD(Ns = O)IfD(Nt = 0) 
f3(s)f3(t) 
i.e. ,B is a multiplicative continuous decreasing function of t. Therefore, there 
exists a A > 0 such that IfD(Nt = 0) = e- At . Since IfD(Nt = 0) = IfD(T > t) 
we can deduce that IfD(T > t) = e-At . We have just shown that T (the time 
till arrival of the first object) has an exponential distribution with parameter 
2Frorn the characteristic triplet 
:3\Ve use a slight change in notation. G(t,w) = Gt (n,,!3) for some ({ and .cJ. For each fixed t, 
G(t.w) has density given by equation (3.1) with h = t 
"'In our case, information 
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A. Now letting 7i represent the time till the ith arrival with To 0, we can 
write Tv = 2..:;:1 (Ti - Tt - d as a telescoping series. Our objective is to find the 
distribution of TN. Observe that 
JPi(7i - T i - 1 > t) JPi(Ns+t - Ns = 0ITi- 1 = s) 
JPi(NsH - Ns = OINs = i-I) 
JPi(Ns+t - Ns = 0) 
JPi(Nt = 0) 
JPi(Tl > t) (3.4) 
We have just shown that the sequence ofrandom variables 7i-7i-l for i = 1, ... , N 
are identically distributed. Each Ti -7i-l has the same distribution as TI which 
is exponential with parameter A. To show independence of (Ti -7i-l)i=I, ... ,N note 
that 
JPi(Ti - 7i-l > tl7i-l - 7i-2 = p) JPi(Ns+t - N.5 = 017i-l = 5, 7i-1 - Ti- 2 = p) 
JPi(Ns+t - Ns = 0ITi- 2 = S - p) 
JPi(Ns+t - Ns = 0INs- p = i - 2) 
JPi(Ns+t - Ns = 0) 
JPi(TI > t) (3.5) 
i.e. JPi(7i - 7i-l > tl7i-l - 7i-2 = p) = JPi(7i - 7i-l > t) implies that the random 
variable 7i - Ti - 1 is independent of Ii-I - Ti - 2 for i = 2, ... ,N. We have shown 
that TN = 2..:;:1 Ii - Ti - l is a sum of independent and identically distributed 
exponential random variables. It is easy to show that if Xl"'" X N form an 
i.i.d. sequence of exponential random variables with common parameter A then 
2..:;:1 Xi follows a gamma distribution5 with parameters Nand t. We have found 
the distribution of TN which is gamma with parameters Nand t with density 
function JTN (x) = .\. -N ~7~;e -~ 1x:;:>o. Since TN consists of a sum of i.i.d. random 
variables it should be clear that these properties translate to the process (TN )N. 
i.e. (TN)N has independent and stationary increments. 
The subordinator used in our applications is to model information arrival. If 
Gt represents information arrivals and if the time between arrivals has inde-
pendent and stationary increments then G t should be modelled using a gamma 
distribution. The assumption of independent increments of information arrivals 
is realistic since if time dependence existed between information arrivals then 
patterns of trade times could be detected which is hardly realistic especially if 
our underlying security is highly liquid. There should be no reason why we ex-
pect our daily/weekly distribution of information arrivals to change at some time 
5This can be done via characteristic functions 
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in the future6 since it's unreasonable to assume that we have knowledge of the 
future liquidity of the underlying security. The assumptions of independent and 
stationary increments are reasonable and justifies the usage of the gamma process 
in modelling information arrivals. 
D 
The variance gamma process uses a gamma process to model information arrival. 
The gamma process has an infinite arrival rate. l\Jost of these arrivals are very 
small. This can be verified by noting that the Levy measure of the gamma process 
is infinite on a set A ~ [0,1]. The gamma process is of infinite activity but of 
finite variation. See Applebaum (2004) for details. 
3.2 Properties of the Univariate Variance Gamma 
Process 
\Ve will henceforth denote the process 
Y(t, w) = X( G(t, w), w) = fJG(t, w) + (J B( G(t, w), w) 
where G(t, w) = Gt(a, (3) is a gamma process (a subordinator) as a variance 
gamma process. Recall that X(t, w) is an arithmetic Brownian motion. We need 
to choose a and /3 such that lE[G(t,w)] = t. This is because we would like, 
on average, our stochastic clock G(t, w) to coincide with calendar time t. Since 
lE[G(t, w)] = a(3t, we must choose a = ~. We now have a reduction in one pa-
rameter. Defining (3 = v (not to be confused with the Levy measure notation) 
we now have a gamma process G(t, w) = Gt(~, v). Note that in this parameteri-
zation, we have the lE[G(t, w)] = t and Var[G(t, w)] = vt. This parameterization 
for G(t, w) will be used throughout the rest of the chapter. 
3.2.1 Characteristic triplet of Y(t, w) 
Let the characteristic triplet of Y(t,w) be given by (Z=Y,vY"Y). The gamma 
subordinator is discontinuous since it consists purely of jumps and has no drift. 
Since Y(t, w) jumps when G(t, w) does, the process Y(t, w) has no points of 
continuity and hence cannot consist of a Brownian component. This would imply 
that the covariance matrix modelling Y(t, w) is 0, i.e. z=Y = O. This fact can be 
confirmed by making use of Proposition 2.6.1. 
x 
The Levy measure of the gamma process has density given by 6(x) = e:: using 
6Implying non-stationarity 
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the result given by equation (3.3). We know that ¢(x) has an infinite integral 
over jR+ implying that there are an infinite number of jumps in any time interval. 
r\'laking use of Proposition 2.6.1, uY has density 
1= 1 (cr_,18)2 ---;===e-~ ¢(s)ds o V27rCJ 2s 
1= 1 (x-,1s)2 e- ~ ----;::====e-~--ds o V27rCJ 2 s us 
The integrand evaluates to one since it can be recognised as a normal inverse 
Gaussian density given by 
1(s) - ct e->-,s-(7fC2t 2 ) 1 +2ctV7f); 1 - 3 s S>o 
S2 
The above is a special case with c = ~O"' t = 1 and ). = 
the Levy density of Yt is given by 
( fP 1) 20"2 +; . Therefore, 
(3.6) 
The 'drift' or ,x parameter of Y(t, w) can again be obtained by making use of 
Proposition 2.6.1 and is given by 
1°c e-~ 1 1 - (30-08)2 ,Y = __ x e ~dxds o us Ixl9 V27rCJ2 s 
1 1= e-~ 1 (x_,1.,)2 X -- e-~dsdx Ixl9 0 us V27rCJ 2 s 
= r xuY (x)dx 
.flxl9 (3.7) 
The characteristic triplet of Y(t, w) is (0, uY , ,Y) with uY and ,Y given by equa-
tions (3.6) and (3.7) respectively. 
o 
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3.2.2 Characteristic Function and Moments of Y(t, w) 
The characteristic function of Y ( t, w) can be obtained via the Levy -Khinchin 
representation since we know the characteristic triplet. This can be done in 
principle, but requires some difficult integrals. An alternate and far simpler 
derivation using conditional expectation is given below. 
lE[lE[eiUYt IG(t, w)]] 
lE[lE[eil1(tlG(t,w)+aBc (t.w)) I G( t, w)]] 
lE[ eG (t,W)(itll1- ~a2u2)] 
1 2 2 t (1 - v(ifju - 20- U ))-v (3.8) 
The last step is obtained by making use of the characteristic function of a gamma 
distribution (Applebaum, 2004). Once the characteristic function of a random 
variable is known, moments can be found by successive differentiation (provided 
the moments exist). Letting fLi denote the ith central moment 7 , the first four 
central moments (Seneta, 2004) are given by 
fLl {)t 
fL2 t( tJ2 v + 0-2 ) 
fL3 tvv(30-2 + 2v2v) 
fL4 t(30-4 v + 6V4 V 3 + 120-2fj2v2) + t2(30-4 + 60- 2V2V + 3V4 v2 ) 
I t should be clear that V primarily controls the skewness of Y (t, w) and v controls 
the kurtosis. Positive values of v lead to positive skewness and negative values of 
V lead to negative skewness. Note that when fj = 0, the skewness is zero and the 
coefficient of kurtosis8 at time period 1 is 3(1 + v), i.e. v is the percentage excess 
kurtosis over the normal distribution. These additional parameters V and v give 
us control over skewness and kurtosis in return distributions with the intent of 
flattening the volatility skew. 
o 
3.2.3 Probability Density Function of Y(t, w) 
The probability density function can be expressed in terms of special functions 
in mathematics as shown by Madan et al. (1998). Since the variance gamma 
process is conditionally Ganssian, one can use conditional probability to obtain 
7111 = !E[Yt ] and ILi = !E[(Yt - E[yt])i] for i = 2,3 .... 
8This is obtained by taking ILl and dividing by the square of /12 
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the density function. Suppose that G(t, w) = 9 then the cOllditional density of 
Y(t, w) is 
Making use of the standard result in statistics which states that if fx(x), fy(y) 
and fxlY(x) are the respective p.d.f.'s of X,Y and XIY then fx(x) = Ie fXIY(y)fy(y)dy 
where C is the range of Y. Applying this result, we obtain 
J2,,2 +1)2 
Letting p = : g, we obtain 
where KTJ(w) is known as the modified Bessel function of the third kind. It has 
the following integral representation: 
vVe have thus simplified the p.d.£. of Y(t, w) into a term multiplied by a special 
function in mathematics. The reason why we have bothered to make such a sim-
plification is that there exist many efficient numerical algorithms for computing 
modified Bessel functions9 . The following plot illustrates the shape of the vari-
ance gamma p.d.£. relative to the normal p.d.£. 
9:0.Iatlab permits the use of the modified Bessel function of the third kind 
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--Variance Gamma p.d.f. 
0.9 - - - Normal p.d.f. 
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Figure 3.1: Variance gamma p.d.f. with matched mean and variance 
28 
Figure 3.1 is a plot of the Variance Gamma p.d.f. given by equation (3.9). The 
parameters of the variance gamma p.d.f. were {J = -0.6, a = 0.3, v = 0.4 and 
t = l. The normal density is plotted on the same set of axes to illustrate the 
non-zero skewness and excess kurtosis of the variance gamma density. The mean 
and variance parameters of the normal density were chosen to match the mean 
and variance of the variance gamma density. The variance gamma density clearly 
displays negative skewness (given by {J) and is more leptokurtotic (given by v) 
than the normal density. 
D 
3.2.4 Representation of a Variance Gamma Process 
The variance gamma process has a representation that becomes particularly use-
ful when simulating. In fact, this representation is fundamental in applying the 
'truncated difference-of-gammas sampling' discussed in later chapters. 
Proposition 3.2.1 Let X t = {jOt + alVcI be a variance gamma pTOcess with 
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Gt+h - Gt r-v G (e, v), i.e. Gt+h - G t has mean h and variance vh. Then 
where r+ (t) r-v G (t, ::) and r~ (t) r-v G (t, ~~) are independent with 
1pa2 /Lp = - ( {}2 + - + {)) 
2 v 1pa2 ~Ln = -( {}2 + - - {)) 
2 v 
The proof is straightforward and we refer you to Madan et ai. (1998) for details. 
The above proposition provides an alternative method of simulating the variance 
gamma process. 
o 
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Chapter 4 
Option Pricing 
This chapter explores the pricing of various options under both Black-Scholes and 
variance gamma dynamics. We begin with a short literature review on option 
pricing under variance gamma dynamics. 
The paper written by Madan et al. (1998) provide a method of finding a risk-
neutral measure. They provide parameter estimates of both the historical and 
risk-neutral variance gamma process. They conclude that the statistical distribu-
tion is symmetric while the risk-neutral distribution, as implied by option prices 
quoted, is asymmetric. They conclude that the variance gamma model is supe-
rior in pricing options when compared to Black-Scholes. This was conducted via 
likelihood ratio tests. 
Throughout the rest of the chapter, the technique ofrisk-neutral valuation will be 
used to price options. The technique of risk-neutral valuation is briefly discussed 
below. 
Let (St)t be an adapted stochastic process. Let f(ST) be a European derivative 
on S. Assuming that we can find a risk-neutral measure Q (which is equivalent 
to stating that our market model is arbitrage-free) then a no-arbitrage price lit 
of this derivative is given by 
(4.1 ) 
where T is the constant risk-free rate of interest. Recall that a risk-neutral measure 
is a measure which is equivalent l to the 'real world' measure under which the 
discounted (by the constant risk-free rate) securities are martingales, i.e. Q is a 
risk-neutral measure iff Q satisfies (u < t) 
(4.2) 
1 JtD is equivalent to Q if JtD( A) = 0 whenever Q( A) = 0 and conversely 
30 
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It should be stressed that equation (4.1) will give you a no-arbitrage price but 
certainly does not guarantee this price to be unique. The uniqueness of \It requires 
the additional assumption that every derivative f(ST) can be replicated. The 
replication depends on what model you choose for the underlyillg security St. 
D 
The variance gamma market, where In ~~ has a 'real world' density given by 
belongs to the class of incomplete models. The variance gamma model assumes 
that St = Soe19G(t.w)+aB(G(t,w),w) and their are many ways to manipulate St in order 
to satisfy equation (4.2) whilst remaining in a variance gamma market. 
Since the variance gamma model is incomplete, different risk-neutral measures 
will result in different derivative prices. We make an assumption that we can find 
a risk-neutral measure (which excludes arbitrage opportunities in our model). 
However, for these prices to be meaningful, approximate hedges need to be con-
structed. Prices in an incomplete model are not enough. These need to be 
compared to the cost of the approximate hedge. Subsequent chapters will only 
be concerned with pricing and further work is necessary in constructing hedges. 
Even dynamic hedging (e.g. delta hedging) in a Black-Scholes world becomes in-
feasible in the case of barrier options. This is because the option's delta becomes 
infinite as the underlying approaches the barrier. Alternate hedging strategies 
such as static hedging needs to be investigated. See Bosman (2003) for a discus-
sion of static hedging of barrier options in a Black-Scholes world. 
4.1 Construction of a Risk-Neutral Measure 
Since the variance gamma model belongs to the class of incomplete markets, one 
needs to artificially construct a risk-neutral measure such that equation (4.2) 
is satisfied. One such method is to solve for a constant TJ such that lE[Stl = 
lE[SoeT)tHG(t.w)+aB(G(t,w).w)l = Soe(r-q)t where q is the constant continuous divi-
dend yield. This method is adapted from Madan et al. (1998). Note that this is 
but one particular method of artificially satisfying equation (4.2). This parame-
terization suggests that the risk-neutral log price of St is given by 
St 
In So = TIt + {)G(t, w) + CJB(G(t, w). w). (4.3) 
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TJt is a mean-correcting term which varies linearly with time which seems plausi-
ble. \Ve need to solve for 77 such that equation (4.2) is satisfied so 
lE[St] = lE[Soe7JtHlG (t,w)+aB(G(t,w),w)] 
lE[lE[e'7t HlG(t,w)+aB(G(t,w),w) IG(t, w)]] 
2 lE[ e" G~t,w) +dG(t,w)+r1t] 
( 
,,2 
e7JtlE[eG t,w)(19+""2)] 
a 2 t 
e7Jt (l - (1J + :2 )v)-v 
Rearranging and solving for TJ yields 
Soc(r-q)t 
e(r-q)t 
e(r-q)t 
e( r-q)t 
e(r-q)t 
( 4.4) 
Choosing TJ as above satisfies equation (4.2). We have found one particular risk-
neutral measure which we'll call Q. Under Q, the log price of St is given by 
S a 2 
In st = t(r - q + v-1ln(1- (1J + -)v)) + 1JG(t,w) + aB(G(t,w),w) (4.5) 
o 2 
The density of yt = In ~~ under Q which we denote by f~ (x) can be obtained 
using equation (3.9). Note that 
f~(x) d dx JP( TJt + 1JGt + a BGt ::; x) 
d 
dxJP(1JGt + aBGt ::; x - TJt) 
fYt (x - TJt) 
where fYt(x) is given by equation (3.9). Hence, yt has density under Q given by 
4.2 Pricing European Options 
The previous section constructed a risk-neutral measure Q under which all dis-
counted securities are martingales. We can now use this risk-neutral measure 
to price contingent claims on these securities. Suppose vve wish to price an op-
tion with payoff f(ST) at expiry T where In ~~ has 'real world' density given by 
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equation (3.9). Using the principle of risk-neutral valuation, the price Va of this 
option at time 0 is given by 
Va e -rTIE5~ [f ( ST ) 1 
e-
rT 100 g(w)f(w)dw 
where r is the constant risk-free rate and 9 is the risk-neutral density of ST. 
Letting x = In ~ or w = Sa eX , we obtain 
Va = e-rT 1: Sa eX g(SaeX)f(SaeX)dx 
Note that SaeXg(SaeX) = f~T(X), i.e. the risk-neutral density of In ~~ given by 
equation (4.6). To see this, note that 
We san therefore write Va in terms of the risk-neutral log density of ST as 
(4.7) 
Suppose we would like to price a European call option with strike K which has 
payoff given by f(ST) = max(ST - K, 0). The price of this option at time period 
o is given by 
Va e-rT 1: max(Sa eX - K, O)f~ (x)dx 
e-rT roo (Sa eX _ K)f~(x)dx ih K t In So (4.8) 
The above expression for a European call option has been given a 'closed form' 
solution in terms of degenerate hypergeometric functions. See Madan et al. (1998) 
for details. The author believes that there are some numerical issues and care 
should be taken when implementing the 'closed form' solution. The integral 
representation of a European option with payoff f (ST) given by equation (4.7) 
can be approximated numerically using various quadrature techniques. This will 
be discussed below. 
D 
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4.3 Pricing Path Dependent Options 
The pricing of path dependent options almost always requires rdonte Carlo sim-
ulation. There are very few cases (e.g. pricing barrier options in a Black-Scholes 
market) where 'closed form' or even integral representations of option prices ex-
ist. Pricing path dependent options requires simulation of entire paths and not 
just the value at expiry of the option. It now becomes necessary to discuss sim-
ulation of variance gamma sample paths with the aid of an example. A far more 
comprehensive discussion of simulating the variance gamma process is given later 
in the chapter. 
Suppose we would like to price a European2 Asian option on an underlying secu-
rity S with strike K and payoff at expiry T given by ](ST) = max( -t :L:l St; -
K,O) with tN = T. The sequence of times ti is increasing but ti - t i - 1 i'~i not 
necessarily equal to tj - t j - 1 for i i- j. This particular option requires knowledge 
of the process at times (t i )i=l, ... N. Recall that in a variance gamma market, Sti 
evolves in the following manner 
St; = SoeT/t,+{)G(t;,w)+aB(G(t;,w),w) 
Note that the times ti are measured in years3 and ti represents the number of 
years since the current time O. The independent increments of the variance 
gamma process allow us to write G ti as a sum of independent gamma variates, 
I.e. 
Gt ; = L Gtj - Gtj _ 1 
j=l 
and similarly for Brownian motion. This representation is used in the simulation 
algorithm described below. 
1. Simulate N independent gamma random variates ~ rv GCi-~i-l, 1/) for 
i = 1, ... , N where to = 0 
2. Simulate N independent standard normal random variates Ni for 't 
1, ... ,N 
3. Compute ~Vi 
with Po = 0 
4. Compute lIJ)j = max( -t :L:1 Wi - K, 0) for j = 1, ... , iII 
1, ... ,N 
2This often causes confusion. The 'European' part of the name implies that the option can 
only be exercised at expiry 
:'This is only a convention since volatility is quoted in years and our parameters I'J, a, v arc 
assumed to be annualized 
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5. Repeat the first 4 steps 1\11 times (usually around 50000 times) 
The resulting price of this Asian option is given by e- rT }.J L;~l ]]J)j. Note that 
each payoff ]]J)j is exact. There is no discretization error. The only source of 
approximation error is the intrinsic error induced by rdonte Carlo methods. This 
is an example of a path dependent option which can be priced exactly. A barrier 
option is an example of a path dependent option which cannot be priced exactly. 
More sophisticated simulation algorithms need to be constructed to eliminate 
discretization error. This is discussed further on in detail. 
There are many existing algorithms for generating gamma and normal random 
variates. See William H. Press & Flannery (1992) for efficient algorithms. 
D 
4.4 Pricing Barrier Options under Black-Scholes 
Dynamics 
Barrier options are path dependent options whose payoff depends on whether the 
underlying has breached a barrier4 or not. They provide an attractive alternative 
to vanilla options since they are cheaper and provide the holder the opportunity 
to incorporate some of his personal views as to how the underlying will move. 
Barrier options can be broadly categorized into knock-out and knock-in options. 
The former option has zero payoff as soon as the underlying breaches the barrier 
whereas the latter has zero payoff until the barrier is hit. Note that even if a 
knock-in option breaks the barrier then the option can still have zero payoff. 
This will occur when the option expires out-of-the-money. The pricing of barrier 
options requires knowledge of maximal and minimal processes which leads us to 
our next definition. 
Definition 4.4.1 Let (Xt)t be a stochastic process defined on a probability space. 
The maximum and minimum processes associated with (Xt)t are defined as 
X Max t supXs 
sSct 
Figure (4.1) illustrates a sample path of Brownian motion with its associated 
maximum and minimum processes. It should be clear from the definition that 
both x~\Iax and Xi"'Iin are of finite variation since the former is increasing and 
the latter is decreasing in t. 
"'There may be two barriers as in a double harrier option 
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Figure 4.1: Sample path of Brownian motion with its maximum and minimum processes 
We will encounter various types of barrier options. Consider a knock-out bar-
rier option on an underlying variable S with barrier L > So and payoff <I>(ST)' 
We will assume that the above option is European and expires at time T. This op-
tion has the same payoff <I>(ST) as a European option provided St for all t E [0, T] 
has not breached the barrier. If we assume we can find a risk-neutral measure Q 
such the Stert is a Q-martingale then a no-arbitrage price is given by 
( 4.9) 
It should be clear that the underlying St has not breached the barrier L through 
its entire life from t = 0 to t = T if and only if {w En: S~lax < L} has occurred. 
The joint distribution of ST and S~lax is required in order to compute the expec-
tation. vVe actually only require to find the joint distribution In St, In S/'vlax since 
it is possible to make a logarithmic transformation which simplifies the compu-
tation of the integral. This joint distribution can be obtained in closed form in 
certain circumstances which is, of course, model dependent. This section assumes 
that we live in a Black-Scholes world where assets are driven by geometric Brow-
nian motion. 
vVe attempt to find closed form solutions for Europt'an knock-in and knock-out 
barrier options for arbitrary payoff <I>(ST)' vVe will henceforth assume risk-neutral 
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dynamics of (5t )t as follows 
d5 = rSdt + (j5d~V 
which we'll label Q-dynamics5 . (Wt)t is a standard Q-Brownian motion and r 
is the constant continuously compounded risk-free rate of interest. This is the 
familiar equation of geometric Brownian motion and the distribution of 5T is 
easily solved using Ito's formula, i.e. In 5 T rv N(ln So + (r - ~(j2)T, (j2T) under 
Q. In order to price barrier options we need to find the joint distribution of 
yt = In 50 + In 5t and its maximum/minimum processes ~J\Iax ,y/Iin under Q. yt 
is of course, arithmetic Brownian motion. This is the subject of the next section. 
4.4.1 Derivation of several useful joint distributions 
We first need to state and prove the reflection principle of Brownian motion. 
Proposition 4.4.1 Let W t be a standard Brownian motion defined on a proba-
bility space (0,8', lP) and let w/vIax be its maximum process. Now for each fixed 
t 
lP(~Vt ::; X, W/11ax ~ y) = lP(Wt ~ 2y - x) = N (x ~2Y) ( 4.10) 
where N (x) denotes the standard cumulative normal distribution function, ~. e. 
N(x) = --e-'iY dy j x 1 1 2 
-(X) ..;2n 
Proof: Let T = inf {t : Wt ~ y}. T is the first time that ~Vt hits some barrier y. 
Now {w EO: T ::; t} is clearly known at time t a~ hence 8'cmeasurable. Thus, 
T is a 8'cstopping time. Consider a new process ~Vt defined by 
~ 
Wt = Wt1{T<t} + (2y - ~Vt)l{T2:t} 
~t is known as the reflected Brownian motion. For each sample path w E 0, 
lVt is identical to ~Vt if or until Wt hits a barrier y which occurs at a random 
time T. Thereafter, Wt reflects in the horizontal line lVT = y, i.e. Wt (for T ~ t) 
is the symmetric image of W t around the line ~VT = y. One would expect Wt 
to be a lP-Brownian motion. To see this mathematically, consider the process 
~Vt = ~VT+t - ~VT' Now, ~~ ~ Wt since Brownian motion is stationary and ~rong 
Markov. It follows that Wt is a lP-Brownian motion. Note that lVt and Wt can 
be written as 
vVt ~Vt1{T<t} + (y + ~tTt_T) l{T2:t} 
~Vt Wt1{T<t} + (y - lTTt-T)l{T2:t} 
"There should be no ambiguity about which risk-neutral measure we haw chosen since IQl is 
unique in a mack-Scholes world 
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Now since ~Vt-T is a Brownian motion then so is - ~Vt-T' It follows that they must 
have the same distributions, i.e. W t d Wt. Since they both have continuous a.s. ~ . 
sample paths it follows that ~Vt is a JlD-Brownian motion. Now, let x < y. A little 
thought shows you that the following two sets are equal. 
{w EO: Wt :S x, wt1ax 2: y} = {w EO: Wt 2: 2y - x, W/ Jax 2: y} 
Let A = {w EO: Wt 2: 2y - x} and let B = {w EO: WtM ax 2: y}. Now A c B, 
which implies An B = A. Therefore, 
{w EO: Wt 2: 2y - x, W/vI ax 2: y} = {w EO: Wt 2: 2y - x} 
Now since Wt d Wt it follows that 
using the fact that 1 - N(x) = N( -x) and the result is proved. 
D 
A usefn~ corollary to the above proposition is required. 
Corollary 4.4.1 Let Wt be a standard Brownian motion under JlD and let WtMax 
be its maximum process. Let Ft(x, y) denote the joint distribution function of Wt 
and ~v/la:r for a fixed t. The joint distribution function (Jor x :S y) is given by 
(4.11) 
Proof: We only consider the case where x :S y. This is because the set {w EO: 
~Vt E [y, y + ~y], vvtmax :S y} has JlD-measure zero. Hence Ft(s, y) = Ft(y, y) for 
all s 2: y. We also must have that y 2: 0 since W t is a standard Brownian motion 
which starts at zero and therefore cannot have a maximum process which takes 
on negative values. Recall that JlD(A n B) = JlD(A) - JlD(A n B) is true for any 
probability measure JlD and measurable sets A and B. B denotes the complement 
of B. It follows that 
F (x, y) = JlD(~V < x ~vmax < y) t . t_ , t - JlD(~V: < x) - JlD(vV < x, ~vAlax > y) t_ t_ t _ 
N (~) _ N (x - 2Y) 
Vi Vi 
by making llse of Proposition 4.4.1 and the result is proved. 
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o 
We have now found the joint distribution for standard Brownian motion and its 
maximum process. vVe would like to extend this result to arithmetic Brownian 
motion which starts at some point 0:. 
Recall some facts about changes of measure in a Ito diffusion setting. See Bjork 
(2004) for a more comprehensive text. Recall tl2at if X t = ILt + O'Wt is an arith-
metic JPl-Brownian motion then for all A E ~, ~Vt = ~Vt - At is also a Brownian 
motion but under a different measure, say JPl. For the special case of Girsanov's 
theorem applied to a one-dimensional arithmetic Brownian motion then A always 
exists and is given by A = 0'-1 (v --= IL) where v E~. A is known as the Girsanov 
kernel. The resulting arithmetic JPl-Brownian motion will now have drift v but 
- - -
the same volatility 0', i.e. X t = vt + O'Wt is an arithmetic JPl-Brownian motion. 
Moreover, the Doleans exponential ~(AW)t at a fixed time t is nothing other than 
the Radon-Nikodym derivative of the change of measure from JPl to lP. I.e. 
Then clearly the process (~:) t is a JPl-martingale6 . Changing measures from lP to 
JPl (with Girsanov kernel -A) induces the following Radon-Nikodym derivative 
which is now a lP-martingale. The above result immediately implies that if (Xt)t 
is an Ito diffusion diven by a JPl-Brownian motion then for a fixed time t 
This terminates our short diversion and we continue with our exposition of finding 
the joint distribution of arithmetic Brownian motion and its maximum process. 
Proposition 4.4.2 Let X t = 0: + ILt + O'Wt be an arithmetic JPl-Brownian motion 
starting at 0: with constant drift IL and volatility 0'. Let Xf\! ax be its maximum 
pmcess. The joint distribution of X t and xt1ax is given by 
AI (x - 0: - lit) 21,(y-n) (x + 0: - 2y - ILt) JPl(Xt'Sx,Xt aX'Sy)=N Vi -e-----;;r-N Vi (4.12) 
0' t 0' t 
6Ito's formula can be used to prove this 
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Proof: \Ve only require the distribution for x S; y and for y > a. We begin 
by finding lfD(Xt S; x, xt1ax 2': y) and use the same probability trick to find 
the joint distribution function. We would first like to transform the process 
X t - a _ pi + (J'vVt into a martingale under some measure. Lets call this new 
measure lfD and solve for its kernel. We can eliminate the drift of X t - a by setting 
1/ equal to zero. Hence), (the Girsanov kernel) has solution -;t:. Its easy to see 
that Xt-a is not only a JID-martingale but also a JID-Brownian motion. 
a 
- -
vVe know that to change measure from lfD to lfD and to change from lfD to lfD we need 
to know their Radon-Nikodym derivatives. They are given by 
dlfD 
dlfD 
dlfD 
dlfD 
Now since the process (Xta-a)t IS a lfD-Brownian motion, we can make use of 
Proposition 4.4.1. We first set a = 0 and (J' = 1. Then X t = vVt is JID- Brownian 
motion. Let A = {w En: vVt S; x, Wt"J ax 2': y}. We need to determine lfD( A) and 
not JID( A). So let T = {w En: {,tTt 2': y} be a stopping time. Define a new process 
Wt = Wt 1{T<t} + (2y - vVt )l{T:;>t} 
which is the.2:.eflecte~ Brownian motion discussed previous!L We ~ve already 
shown that vVt is a lfD-Brownian motion. Let B = {w En: vVt S; x, WtMax 2': V}. 
Since Wt is the reflected Brownian motion of vVt then B occurs iff {w En: Wt 2': 
2y - x} occurs. It follows that 
(4.13) 
- --- -This is because both Wt and W t are lfD-Brownian motions and hence identically 
distributed. We can know find lfD(A) as follows: 
It follows by making use of equation (4.13) and using the definition of Wt that 
lfD(A) lElP[lAetL~:Vt-~Jl2tl = lElP[lBdiWt-~tL2tl = lE,p[lBell(2Y-~h)-~tL2tl 
e2tLYlE¥[1 _ e-ll~tTI-~112tl 
. {Wt :;>2y-x} 
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Now, the factor of e-IlWt-~/L2t in the expectation above is the Radon-Nikodym 
derivative of some measure, lets call it TID, i.e. ~: = e-Il~11t_~/12t from which it's 
easy to read off its Girsanov kernel given by -fl. It follows that 
I.e. W t has drift of Il under the JPl measure. It follows that 
I.e. If X t = Ilt + Wt then 
e
2lly lEiP' [1 tv t-/1t2:2y-x] 
e2/lYTID(~Vt 2: 2y - x + fd) 
e21lY N ( x - ~ - Ilt) 
JPl(X < X xMax > y) = e2/lY N (x - 2y - Ilt) 
t_ ,t - Vt ( 4.14) 
All that's left is to generalize the above to arbitrary a, (J" so that X t = a+fd+(J"Wt 
and lastly, transform into a distribution function. We first suppose that (J" =1= 1 
and a = 0 so that X t is an arithmetic JPl-Brownian motion with drift !!:. and 
u u 
volatility 1. Using equation (4.14) we have 
JPl(X < X X Max > y) = t - ,t - ( X t x xt
1ax y) JPl -<- -->-
-, -(J" (J" (J" (J" 
2/,y (x - 2y - Ilt) 
e -;;'T N (J"Vt 
Now let a =1= o. Note that X t - a is an arithmetic JPl-Brownian motion starting 
at zero and therefore 
JPl(Xt - a :s; x - a, (X - a)~Iax 2: (y - a)) 
2i"(y-rx) (x + a - 2y - Ilt) e~N (J"Vt 
And finally, using the fact that JPl(A n B) = JPl(A) - JPl(A n B) we have proved 
Proposition 4.4.2, i.e. 
M (x -a - ld) 2/,(y-o) (x + 0: - 2y - ld) JPl(Xt :s; x, X t ax :s; y) = N Vt - e~ N Vt (J" t (J" t 
As a corollary to the above result we know that {u) E r2 : Xj'fax:s; x} ~ {w E r2 : 
X t :s; x}. It follows that 
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Corollary 4.4.2 
IfD(X <:r; xMax < x) 
t - 't -
N -e~N (
X - a - Jlt) 211 (:1'.-") (-x + a - Id) 
0"0 (70 (4.15) 
which is the distribution function of the maximum process of an arithmetic Brow-
nian motion which starts at a point a. 
D 
As we shall see in the sequel, the pricing of barrier options can be simplified 
to taking risk-neutral expectations of stopped processes. Recall that if T is a 
stopping time and X t is a stochastic process then the process X; = XTI\t is 
known as the stopped process of Xt, i.e. XT/\t = X t on the set {w En: T > t} 
and XT/\t = T on the set {w En: T :::; t}. We attempt to find the distribution 
of Xr and x;y where X t is an arithmetic Brownian motior. starting at a with 
T Y = inf {t : X t 2: y} and Ty = inf {t : X t :::; y}. We are actually more concerned 
with the densities as opposed to the distribution functions. We consider the two 
cases separately. 
Proposition 4.4.3 Let X t = a + Jlt + (7Wt be an arithmetic IfD-Brownian motion 
starting at a with constant drift Jl and volatility (7. Let T Y ,= inf {t : X t 2: y} then 
for y > a the density f XTY (x) of x;Y evaluated at x is gzv'?n by 
t 
for x < y 
for x 2: y 
Proof: We first find the distribution functions and then differentiate to find the 
density. Noting that for x < y, {w En: xr :::; x} = {w En: X t :::; x,xtfax < 
y} and for x 2: y, {w En: xr :::; x} = n. It follows that for x < y 
IfD(X < X xMax < y) t - , t 
N -e~N (
X - a - Jlt) 2/l(Y-") (x + a - 2y - Jlt) 
(70 (70 
The density function can be obtained by simply taking the first derivative with 
respect to x. 
D 
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Proposition 4.4.4 Let X t = 0: + fJt + O'vVt be an arithmetic JP-Brownian motion 
starting at 0: with constant drift fJ and volatility 0'. Let Ty = inf {t : X t ~ y} then 
for y < 0: the density f x;V (x) of X;v evaluated at x is given by 
for :r > y 
for x ~ y 
Proof: First noting that for x > y, {w En: X? ~ x} = {w E r2 : X t ~ 
x, xtIin > y} and for x < y, {w E r2 : X;v ~ x} = 0. Note that the minimum 
process of Xt can also be written in terms of its maximum process. It's easy to 
see that xtIin = -( -x)tJax. For x > y we have, 
JP( -Xt 2': -x, -( _x)tJax > y) 
JP(Y; > -x :y:Max < -V) t - ,t 
where Yt = (-Xk Using the fact t.hat JP(A n B) = JP(B) - JP(A n B) and the 
fact that the density is given by the first derivative of the distribution function 
with respect to x, we have 
~JP(Y; > -x :y:Max < -V) dx t - ,t 
~JP(:y:Max < -V) - ~JP(Yt < -x :y:Ma:L < -V) dx t dx ' t 
- d~ JP(Yt < -x, ~Max < -V) 
We can now make use of Proposition 4.4.2 to solve the above. The process Yt 
is an arithmetic JP-Brownian motion starting at -0: with drift -fJ and volatility 
-0'. It follows that 
f x Ty (x) 
t 
d m(}T "\/,l'vJax ) 
- dx II t < - x, I t < - Y 
-- N - - e a N -----=---d { ( x - 0: - fJt) ~ ( x + 0: - 2y - !Lt)} 
dx 0'0 0'0 
fx[Y (x) 
and the proposition is proved. 
o 
Both Xt' and X? have the same densities but with differellt support on the real 
line. The former having a non-zero density on (-00, y) and the latter all (y, (0). 
N ate that both f xt' (:r) and f x;V (x) are not probability densities and hence do 
not integrate to 1. This is because both X;Y and X;Y have atoms at y. 
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4.4.2 Reducing Barrier Options to European-Style Deriva-
tives 
The objective of this section is to show that if we can price a particular European 
option (which only concerns the payoff at expiry) then it's possible to price any 
barrier version of that option. These results are due to Bjork (2004). For example, 
consider an up-and-out call option with strike K on an underlying St with expiry 
T. Let the barrier level be L > K > So. This option pays out ST - K if ST is 
above K and if St has never breached the barrier L, Vt E [0, T]. Otherwise it has 
zero payoff, i.e. 
<I>(ST) = max(ST - K, O)lSAJax<L 
T 
Our intention is to show that it's only necessary to price the option with payoff 
<I>*(ST) = max(ST - K, O)lsT<L 
which is considerably simpler since <I>* (ST) is path independent. Even if no closed 
form solution exists for the price of the option with payoff <I>*(ST) then the ef-
ficiency of a Monte Carlo approach is considerably enhanced since its now only 
necessary to simulate a large number of log-normal random variables as opposed 
to simulating a large number of Brownian paths. Monte Carlo pricing of bar-
rier options always involves discretization error which can otherwise be avoided. 
For instance, certain discretized paths may indicate that a barrier has not been 
breached whereas the continuous version may have breached the barrier. This 
discretization error leads to over-pricing of barrier options. 
This simplification is certainly true in a Black-Scholes world where St is driven 
by geometric Brownian motion. It may cease to exist if alternate dynamics are 
specified such as a pure jump process. 
Definition 4.4.2 Let <I> (ST) denote the payoff function on some underlying S. 
Define the truncated payoff of <I> as follows: 
<I>L(ST) = <I>(ST)lsT <L <I>dST) = <I>(ST)lsT >L 
We begin by distinguishing between four types of barrier options. We denote 
the time zero prices of an up-and-out, up-and-in, down-and-out and down-and-
in option with barrier L by FLO, F LI , FLO and FLI respectively. The 0 and I 
indicate whether it's an out or in contract. The superscript and subscript indicate 
whether the barrier L is above or below the time zero price of the underlying. 
Definition 4.4.3 Let <I>(ST) denote the payoff function of an underlying security 
S with a time zeTa price of So. Let <I>L (ST) and <I> d ST) denote their truncated 
payoffs. Let the time zeTO pT'ices of these derivatives be respectively given by 
F (So, T, <I>L ( ST ) ) F(So, T, <I> dST)) 
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Proposition 4.4.5 Let <I> (ST) be the payoff function on an underlying security 
S. Let L > So be the barrier level. The price of an up-and-out barrier option is 
given by 
where r is the constant risk-free rate of interest. 
Proof: By risk-neutral valuation 
(4.16) 
where Q is the unique risk-neutral measure which transforms Stert into a Q-
martingale, i.e. S has Q-dynamics 
dS = rSdt + aSdl¥ ( 4.17) 
N ow let TL = inf {t : St ~ L} and define S;L to be its associated stopped 
process. It's easy to verify that <I>L(SfL) = <I>(SfL)lsfL<L has the same payoff 
as <I>(ST)lSAIaT<L. By the Law of One Price, they must have the same time zero T 
pnces. We can therefore rewrite equation (4.16) as 
Now let X t = In St = In So + (r - ~(2)t + aWt be an arithmetic Q-Brownian 
motion. This can easily be verified by letting X t = In St and applying Ito's 
formula. Now since {w E [2: St > L} = {w E [2: InSt > InL} we can rewrite 
TL = inf {t : St ~ L} = inf {t : In St ~ In L} = inf {t : X t ~ In L} 
Now X t is an arithmetic Q-Brownian motion and so we know the density of 
XfL using Proposition 4.4.3. Letting fSTL(x) and fXTL(x) denote the densities 
T T 
evaluated at x of the random variables SfL and XfL we have 
e-rT l°O <I>L(x)fsTL(X)dx 
a T 
e-
rT I: <I>L(eY)eY fSfL (eY)dy 
e-
rT I: <I>L(eY)fxfdy)dy 
The last line is obtained using the result that eX f STL (eX) = f XTL (x). This can be 
T T 
verified by noting that 
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By making use of Proposition 4.4.3 with a = In So, t = T, j1 = r - ~o-2 and 
y = In L, we can write the density of X;/ evaluated at x as 
for x < In L otherwise f XTL (x) = O. The density decomposes into two terms. The 
T 
first cP, call it cPl, is the density of In ST with initial price of In So and the second 
2r 1 
cP, call it cP2, is the density of In ST with initial price In ~:. Letting p = (fo);;-2"-
we have 
and the proposition is proved. 
D 
Having priced the up-and-out option we automatically get the up-and-in for free. 
This follows from in-out parity. Holding an up-and-out option and an up-and-in 
option is equivalent to holding an ordinary European option with payoff <I>(ST)' 
Applying the Law of One Price, 
The only barrier options we have left to price are the down-and-out and down-
and-in options. 
Proposition 4.4.6 Let <I> (ST) be the payoff function on an underlying security 
S. Let L < So be the barrier level. The price of a down-and-out option is given 
by 
Proof: The proof is virtually identical to the previous one. The crux is identifying 
that <I>(ST )lSAfm>L has the same payoff as <I>L(S~L) and proceed as before. Again, 
T 
we get the down-and-in price for free because of in-out parity, i.e. 
FLO (So, T, <I>(ST)) + FLI(So, T, <I>(ST)) = F(So, T, <I>(ST)) 
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4.4.3 Examples of Barrier Options 
In this section we derive analytical solutions to three types of Barrier options. 
We first consider an up-and-out call, a lookback put 7 and a knock-out double 
barrier call option. The final chapter investigates the comparison between these 
'Black-Scholes' prices and prices obtained using a pure jump process, namely the 
vanance gamma process. 
Up-and-out Call 
An up-and-out call is identical to a usual call option except that it has a zero 
payoff if the underlying process breaches a barrier L > So during the life of the 
option. Sticking with same notation, its payoff is given by 
<I>(ST) = max(ST - K, 0) lsAIax<L 
T 
We only consider the case where L > K else the call option never expires in-the-
money and hence has zero value. Now for L > K, the truncated payoff is given 
by 
Once we have valued the above payoff, we can make use of Proposition 4.4.5 
to price the up-and-out call. The truncated payoff can easily be replicated by 
constructing the following portfolio: 
• Long a vanilla call with strike K, expiry T 
• Short a vanilla call with strike L, expiry T 
• Short L - K digital calls with strike L, expiry T 
It's a trivial exercise to show that this portfolio perfectly replicates the truncated 
payoff above and by the Law of One Price, they must have the same time zero 
prices. Using standard results from option pricing theory in a Black-Scholes 
world, the price of this option with the truncated payoff is given by 
1 d)" In So-lnJ+(r-(-l)iO 5a2 )T f " }( L a '1 1 f w 1ere . = . or J = ne can now eaSl y so ve or ~ an ' . 
F ( ~: ' T, <I>L (ST )) by making a direct su bsti tu tion of ~: for So. The price of an 
up-and-out call FLO (So, T, <I>(ST)) is given by Proposition 4.4.5. 
Lookback Put 
A look back put allows the holder at expiry to obtain the difference between the 
7Strictly speaking, this is not a barrier option but may be referred to as one 
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realized maximum of the underlying S and its price at expiry. Its payoff is given 
by 
<1>(ST) = max St - ST = sup St - ST 
tE[O,T] tScT 
It's clear that <1>(ST) 2: O. By risk-neutral valuation its pnce, denoted by 
FLook Put (So, T), is given by 
FLookPut(SO, T) = e-rTlElQi [sup St - STl = e-rTlElQi[s~Iax] - e-rTlElQi[ST] 
tScT 
The second expectation is easy to compute since it is, by construction of Q, equal 
to So. Now equation (4.15) gives us the distribution function of Xflax where X 
is an arithmetic Brownian motion which starts at a. The density can easily be 
found by straightforward differentiation. Its price is given by 
FLookPut(SO, T) e -rTlElQi [S~I ax] - So 
-rT~'IQi[ X lIIaX ] S e lJ!,; e T - a 
e-rT rX) eX fxp/nx(x)dx - So 
JlnSo 
where fX~Jnx i3 tlle density of XIJ,Iax with X T = InSo+(r-0.50'2)T+O'VVT.(~Vt)t 
is a Q-Brownian motion. One can now make use of equation (4.15) by findirjg the 
density and setting a = In So, fJ, = r - 0.50'2 and t = T. Perform the integration 
(by parts) and you'll end up with the following price for a lookback put. 
Double Barrier Options 
Double barrier options, like the name suggests, are options which either get 
knocked-in or knocked-out as soon as one of the two barriers is breached. This 
is in contrast to previous barrier options we've encounted which had either an 
upper barrier or lower barrier but not both. Let the upper barrier be denoted 
by A and the lower barrier by B where B < So < A. Suppose we wish to price 
a knock-out double barrier option with payoff <1>(ST)' By risk-neutral valuation, 
this option has a time zero price of 
Va e-rTlElQi [<1>( ST) l(S~Jax<A)n(s]'.Iin >E)] 
-rTlElQi [<1> ( In ST) 1 ] e e ((lnS)~/ax<IIlA)n((lnS)~i'n>lnE) 
e-rTlElQi [<1>( eXT) l(X~Jnx<ln A)n(Xf/ 1n >In E)] 
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Using a slightly different notation, 
Va = e-rTJEQ[<I>(eXT ); xl/ax < A* n x~1in > B*] (4.18) 
where A* = In A , B* = In Band XT = In ST = In So + (r - O.5(j2)T +(j~VT under 
Q. The semi-colon notation indicating that the expectation is taken over the set 
which appears on the right-hand side of the semi-colon. Note that In S~Jax = 
(In S)~J ax. In order to evaluate equation (4.18) we need to be very precise since 
we are evaluating an expectation involving three dependent random variables. 
We first need to define three stopping times. They are as follows: 
A* T 
T 
inf{t: X t 2: A*} 
inf{t : X t :S B*} 
A* T 1\ TB* 1\ T 
We now define Xf = XTA* I\TB*I\T = A*lT=TA* + B*lT=TB* + X T1T=T· Now Xf 
under Q8, is neither a discrete nor a continuous random variable. It has an abso-
lutely continuous component (with respect to Lebesgue measure) and two atoms. 
Letting f1 denote the distribution of Xf, then by the Lebesgue decomposition 
theorem, we can write f1 = f1ac + f1nd where f1ac is the absolutely continuous part 
of f1 and f1 nd is the non-diffuse part of f1. Since f1ac is absolutely continuous 
with respect to Lebesgue measure, it has a density. Let us denote its density by 
p(x, T). Now, assuming that <I>(eXr ) is integrable, we can write 
JEQ[<I>(eXf )] = JEQ[<I>(eXf ); T = T] + JEQ[<I>(eXf ); T = TA*] + JEQ[<I>(eXf ); T = TB*] 
Rearranging the subject of the formula and noting that {w En: T = T} = {w E 
n : xl/ax < A* n x~Jin > B*} we have 
Voe rT JEQ[<I>(eXf )] -JEQ[<I>(eXf ); T = TA*] -JEQ[<I>(eXf ); T = TB*] 
= JEQ[<I>(eXf )]- <I>(eA*)Q(Xf = A*) - <I>(eB*)Q(Xf = B*) 
Since Xf has distribution f1 = f1ac + f1nd we can write the first term as 
JEQ[<I>(eXf )] = 1: <I>(eX)df1(x) 
fA* <I>(eX)df1ac(x) + <I>(eA*)Q(X~ = A*) + <I>(eB*)Q(X; = B*) 
lB* 
f
A
* <I>(eX)p(x, T)dx + <I>(eA*)Q(X; = A*) + <I>(eB*)Q(X; = B*) lB* 
\Ve can therefore price a double barrier option using this representation 
A* 
Va = e-rT f <I>(eX)p(x, T)dx lB* ( 4.19) 
8The same measure under which X t is an arithmetic Brownian motion 
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Our objective is to find this truncated density p(x, T). I use the word 'truncated' 
since this density does not integrate to 1. This can be done using a probabilistic 
argument where the density is not known in closed form but given by a rapidly 
decreasing infinite sum. Instead of using a probabilistic approach we derive the 
density using an analytical approach which gives the density in terms of a fast 
converging Fourier series. 
To formalise, let X t = Xo + pt + aWt be an arithmetic TID-Brownian motion 
starting at Xo with absorbing barriers A and E where E < Xo < A. For sim-
plicity, we begin by setting Xo = a and adjust the barriers further on in order 
to obtain a non-zero starting point. Note that E < a in this particular case. 
We will henceforth rewrite p( x, t) as p~,B (x, t) to remind us that we finding this 
density on the interval [E, A]. We have also included a subscript of a to remind 
us that Xo = O. We follow the works of Cox & Miller (1965). Since X t satisfies an 
Ito diffusion equation, it must satisfy Kolmogorov's forward equation. See Bjork 
(2004) for a statement and easy to follow proof of Kolmogorov's forward and 
backward equations. Since p and a are constant, Kolmogorov's forward equation 
simplifies to 
1 282p 8p 8p 
-a --p-=-
2 8x2 8x 8t 
Since we are only finding its density over [-E, A] we must have that x E [-E, A] 
and t E [0, T]. Now p~,B(X, t) is a truncated density which we require to be zero 
whenever x = - E or whenever x = A for any t E [0, T]. These form our boundary 
conditions. We also have an initial condition which states that the density at the 
current time zero must be equal to the Dirac Delta function located at zero, i.e. 
We therefore need to solve the following boundary value problem: 
( 4.20) 
for x E [E, A] subject to 
p~,B (x, 0) = Jo p~,B (A, t) = a p~,B(E, t) = a vt E [0, T] 
Cox & Miller (1965) propose a solution of the form 
A B( t) KX-At· {mr(x + E)} 
Po ' x,, = e sm A + E (4.21) 
where n E Nand /'1" A arc, as yet, undetermined constants. The sine function was 
chosen since p~,B(X, t) vanishes if x = A, -E and hence our boundary conditions 
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are satisfied. The exponential function always seems to crop up in solutions to 
differential equations since it has some desirable differentiability properties. Now 
we will choose,," and ,\ such that equation (4.21) satisfies equation (4.20). This 
can easily be solved by straightforward differentiation and solutions to "" and ,\ 
are given by 
( 4.22) 
Our last concern is to manipulate equation (4.21) so that it satisfies our initial 
condition. Since equation (4.21) is a solution to equation (4.20) then so is any 
linear combination. We have, 
( 4.23) 
for any constants an. These constants give us an extra degree of freedom which 
allows us to solve for them in order to satisfy our initial condition, p~,B (x, 0) = 60. 
Substituting t = 0 in equation (4.23) we have 
_q ~ . (mr(x + B)) 
60e a = L an sm A + B 
n=l 
( 4.24) 
where the constants an can be solved using Fourier series. It's an easy exercise in 
integration to show that sin( k7rj:~B) )kEN forms an orthogonal basis on the interval 
[-B, A], i.e. 
j A . (mr(x + B)) " (br(x + B)) d = A + B sm A sm A B x 1 k=n 
-B + B + 2 
For ease of notation, we let g(x) = sin (k7rj:i:)). lVlultiplying both sides of 
equation (4.24) by g(x) and integrating over [-B, A] we have 
g(O) 
\;\Te have thus solved for the kth coefficient ak. Simply substitute this result 
into equation (4.23) and we have found p~,B(X, t) which satisfies the Kolmogorov 
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forward equation, the two boundary conditions and the initial condition. The 
solution is given by 
AB( ) 2e;;: 2:00 -At. (nnB). (nn(X+B)) PO' X, t = e n sIn A sm A A+B +B +B 
n=I 
( 4.25) 
where the constants An are given by equation (4.22). The final step is to generalize 
the above transition density to an arbitrary starting point Xo = Xo where Xo > O. 
This is can be done by simply shifting the upper and lower barriers. It's easy 
to verify (using a diagram) that p~~B(X, t) = p~-xO,xO-B(X - Xo, t). Recall, by 
definition, that p~~B (x, t) is the density we require. It's given by 
II(X-TO) 00 2e~ '"""" e-Ant sin (nn(xo - B)) sin (nn(~ - B))( 4.26) 
A-B 6 A-B A-B 
n=I 
~ (f-L2 --'!.!...~n2(J"2) 
2 (J"2 + (A - B)2 
The above density converges very rapidly since An goes to 00 at a quadratic rate 
and hence e- An goes to zero at an even faster rate. As few as ten terms are needed 
in the sum in order to obtain double precision. 
We can use equation (4.26) to price a European double barrier option. Sup-
pose we have a European option with payoff function <l>(ST) on an underlying 
St which follows geometric JID-Brownian motion with drift f-L and volatility (J". We 
consider a double barrier version of this option which has zero payoff if St has 
breached either A or B during its entire life from 0 to T. Clearly, we must have 
B < So < A otherwise the option will always have zero value. lvlaking use of 
equation (4.19), this option has value 
h A* B* ( T)' . b were PIn So x, IS gIven y 
A* B* 
PIn So (x, T) 
We will only consider pricing a knock-out double barrier call option so in this 
case, <l>(x) = max(x - K,O), where K is the agreed upon strike price. Its price, 
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in a Black-Scholes world, is given by 
A* 
Va = e-rT ( <I>(eX)pi!*s:* (x, T)dx 
lB* 
A* 
T 1 A* B* e-r (max(eX - K, O)PlnSo (x, T)dx 
B* 
A* 
T 1 A* B* e- r (eX - K)PlnSo (x, T)dx 
InK 
53 
( 4.27) 
The above is easy and very efficient to calculate. In fact, it's possible to find an 
antiderivative and hence a closed form exists for a desired level of precision. 
We have given derivations and closed form expressions for the prices of an up-
and-out call, a lookback put and a knock-out double barrier call option. All of 
which assumed that the underlying was driven by geometric Brownian motion. 
The next section IS devoted to pricing the same three options but assuming dy-
namics given by a variance gamma process. A comparison is discussed in the 
final chapter. 
o 
4.5 Pricing Barrier Options under Variance Garnma 
Dynamics 
The pricing of barrier options in a Levy world is considerably more complex than 
pricing in a Black-Scholes world for a number of reasons. The reflection princi-
ple of Brownian motion does not exist for an asymmetric Levy process with a 
non-trivial jump component. In addition, since most Levy processes have discon-
tinuous sample paths, it's possible for the process to cross the barrier without 
hitting it. 
4.5.1 Methods of Pricing Barrier Options 
There are essentially three methods for pricing barrier options (more generally, 
path dependent options) in a Levy world. They are listed as follows: 
• Wiener-Hopf factorization identities 
• Partial integro-differential equations 
• l'donte Carlo methods 
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of computing time. PC's have limited capabilities in this regard and may take 
several hours to run say 10 million iterations. Secondly, and more importantly, 
software packages have a finite cycle length of the number of pseudo-random 
variates it can produce9 . Once a length of a cycle is complete, the pseudo-random 
variates simply repeat themselves! For these reasons, so-called variance reduction 
techniques have been created to reduce the standard error of a simulation by 
reducing ag(X) as opposed to simply increasing n. The following is a list of the 
most commonly used variance reduction techniques: 
• Control Variates 
• Stratification 
• Antithetic Variates 
• Importance Sampling 
The methods can be used simultaneously provided the specific problem at hand 
lends itself to its use. The type of simulations performed in our analysis lends 
itself to the first two techniques. The method of Control variates is briefly dis-
cussed below. 
Control Variates 
This is potentially the most powerful variance reduction technique and the idea 
is fairly simple. Suppose we have a random variable X with known distribution 
function F and we require to find lE[g(X)]. We assume that we know how to 
simulate g(X). Suppose there exists another random variable Y with known 
mean lE[Y]. Set 
Z = g(X) - b(Y -lE[Y]) 
for some b E R It's easy to show that lE[Z] = lE[g(X)] which implies that if 
(Xi, Yi), i = 1, ... ,n, is an i.i.d. sample from (X, Y) then for arbitrary depen-
dence 
1 n 
JE[g(X)] = - L g(Xi ) - b(Yi - lE[Y]) 
n 
i=l 
is all unbiased estimator of lE[g(X)]. Most importantly, 
VaT(Z) = VaT(g(X) - b(Y -lE[Y])) = a.~(X) - 2bag(x)aYPg(XlY + b2a~ 
where Pg(X)Y denotes the correlation between g(X) and Y. Now choosing b = 
(7~r:) Pg(X)Y = b* produces the smallest possible Var(Z) for a given set of inputs. 
UThis information is sometimes difficult to obtain 
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Choosing this value of b we have 
Var(Z) 2 2b* b*2 2 O"g(X) - O"g(X)O"YPg(X)Y + O"y 
2 2 
O"g(X) (1 - Pg(X)}·) 
2 
< 0" g(X) 
Clearly, the greater ip'q(x)yi, the greater the reduction in the standard error of a 
Monte Carlo simulation for a fixed n. 
We are interested in pricing three types of path dependent options using the 
variance gamma process. We price these options using :Monte Carlo techniques 
incorporating two variance reduction methods, namely control variates and strat-
ification. We discuss two types of Monte Carlo approaches. The first type, which 
we'll refer to as sequential sampling is discussed in the next section fcl:owed by 
the second type, which we'll refer to as bridge sampling. We show that bridge 
sampling has efficiency gains and lends itself to a very efficient method known as 
the 'Truncated Difference-of-Gamma!:- Bridge Sampling' (TDGBS) developed by 
Avramidis & L'Ecuyer (2004). 
4.5.3 Monte Carlo: Sequential Sampling 
In this section we discuss the pricing of the three options using sequentjal sam-
pling in a Monte Carlo simulation. Sequential s~mpling generates a path of a 
stochastic process X t in a chronological order, i.e. Discretize [0, T] into p + 1 
points to = 0, t l , ... ,tp = T. Now simulate X h , X t2 , ... ,Xtp in that order. Com-
pute the associated payoff and repeat a large number of times. The stochastic 
process chosen in this dissertation is the variance gamma process. To formalise, 
let St = SoeXt +TJt where 
X t = 7JGt + O"WCt 
is a Q-variance gamma process and TJ (given by equation (4.4)) is a constant which 
transforms Ste-rt into a Q-martingale. Recall that 7J is a constant and GHh - Gt 
has a gamma distribution with mean h and variance l/h. Below is an algorithm of 
how to simulate a discretized path of St for t E [0, T] using sequential sampling. 
• Divide the interval [0, T] into p + 1 equally spaced points. Let the points 
be given by to = 0, t l , t 2 , . .. ,tp = T. Let c = ti - t i - l be the constant 
difference. 
• Generate p independent gamma variates G i for i 
and variance l/C. 
1, ... ,p with mean c 
• Generate p independent normal variates Ni for i = 1, ... , p with mean eOi 
d · 20 an varIance 0" i 
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• The discretized variance gamma path is given by Xti = l:;=1 N j 
• The discretized path for Sti is given by Stl = SoeXtl +wti 
It remains to compute the payoff for the three types of options. The payoff of 
the lh path for an up-and-out call option (with barrier L and strike K) is given 
by 
Compute the above payoff a large number of times n. The Monte Carlo price is 
given by 
( 4.28) 
One would need to employ variance reduction techniques to reduce the standard 
error. These techniques are discussed in the folluwii1g section. The lookback put 
and the knock-out double barrier call option (lower barrier = B, upper barrier = 
A) can be priced in a similar vein. Their payoffs of the lh path are respectively 
given by 
maxSt - ST 
. I 
l 
(ST - K)l(sT>K)n(maxi Sti<A)n(min; St;>B) 
The associated Monte Carlo prices ';1re then given by equation (4.28). It should 
be clear that for all three options, Va is a biased estimate for all n. This is be-
cause there exist paths where (maxi Sti < L) but (Sf/ax> L) and similarly for 
the minimum process. Stated mathematically, {w E [2 : s~Jax < L} c {w E [2 : 
maXi St, < L}. It follows that Vo is always an overestimatelO of the 'continuous 
time' price. It should be pointed out that sequential sampling of the variance 
gamma process requires p gamma variates and p normal variates for each path, 
which is fairly costlyll . 
However, Matlab was the chosen language in writing the above algorithms. Matlab 
is a very efficient vector language and sequential sampling lends itself to fully 
vectorized code. The code does not contain any loops which would otherwise 
significantly increase computing time. 
Sequential sampling does not lend itself to stratification of terminal values which 
is the primary source of variance in the option payoff. We seek a more efficient 
method which does not suffer from these disadvantages. 
lOUndercstimate for the lookback put option 
11 Gamma random variates take especially long to generate 
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4.5.4 Monte Carlo: Bridge Sampling 
The Brownian bridge construction was one of the first applications of what is 
known as bridge sampling. The algorithm works as follows: Let to = 0, t 1 , ... ,tm = 
T be an increasing sequence of times wherem = 2k for kEN. 
• Generate Br = N(O, T) 
• Generate B'£ which is a normal random variable conditional on BT 
2 
• Generate B T which is a normal random variable conditional on B T 
4 2 
• Generate B3T which is a normal random variable conditional on BT and 
4 2 
Br 
etc. Repeat until you obtain a sufficiently fine path. The Brownian bridge above 
is constructed in such a way that the resulting path is a discretized Brownian 
motion. This bridge construction exists for other stochastic processes apart from 
BfOwnian motion. In particular, it exists for the variance gamma process (Ribeiro 
& Webber, 2004). Here's the proposition. 
Proposition 4.5.1 Let Gt be a gamma process on the interval [0, T] with Gt r-v 
G CJ~2, ~). Let 0 < 71 < t < 72 < T. The conditional distribution of Gt given 
G Tj and G T2 is equal in distribv,tion to 
where Y r-v B ((t-~)JL2 , (T2~t)JL2), i.e. Y has a beta distribution. 
We henceforth refer to the following representation of the beta distribution. If 
X r-v B(a, ,8) then X has density function 
xa - 1 (1 - X )13- 1 f X (x) = ---0:-1 -----fo ya-1(1 - y)13-1dy 
Note that X has support on the interval (0,1). The beta distribution has a rather 
unusual shape for certain parameters. The p.d.£. can even have a bimodal shape. 
The familiar uniform distribution is a special case of the above with both a and 
{3 set to l. 
The proof heavily relies on quite a well known result in statistics. We state and 
prove the result. The proof is a modified version of the one given is Stewart 
(2003) . 
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Proposition 4.5.2 Let X rv G(a, (J), Y rv G(b, (J) be two independent gamma 
variates. The ratio 
X 
u=---X+Y 
has a beta distribution with parameters a, b, i.e. U rv B(a, b) 
Proof: Since X, Yare independent, their joint p.d.f. ixy(x, y) is merely the 
product of their densities, i.e. 
Xa-1yb-l e- fJ - 1 (x+y) 
ixy(x, y) = (Ja+bf(a)f(b) 
Define U = x ~y and V = X + Y with inverse transformations x = uv and 
y = v(l-u). This bounds U between (0, 1). The Jacobian] of this transformation 
is given by v. Using a standard result in statistics, U and V have joint density 
iuv(u,v) = iXy(uv,v(l- u))], i.e. 
fuv(u,v) = 
Multiplying the numerator and denominator by f'(a + b) we see that the joint 
density factorizes into two marginal density functions. The first of which can 
be recognized as a beta distribution with parameters a and b. The second term 
can be recognized as a gamma distribution with parameters a + band {J. Since 
fuv (u, v) can be factorized, it implies that U and V are independent. Thus, 
U rv B(a, b) which completes the proof. 
o 
We make use of this result in proving Proposition 4.5.1. 
Proof of Proposition 4.5.1. Note that since G t has independent increments, 
are independent gamma variates. It follows that the ratio 
(4.29) 
has a beta distribution with I)arameters (t-Tl)p2 and (T2- t )112 . Since we interested 
1/ v 
in the distribution G t conditional on GT) and GT2 (i.e. GT) and GT2 are constants) 
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we can simply change the subject of the formula in equation (4.29) to Gt , I.e. 
The conditional distribution of Gt is equal in distribution to 
and the proposition is proved. 
o 
Since the variance gamma process X t can be written as a difference between two 
independent gamma processes, we can use this result to construct a variance 
gamma bridge. The algorithm works as follows: 
• Generate two random variates from r+(T) and r-(T) independently of one 
another 
• Set X T = r+(T) - r-(T) 
• Generate a draw fron: Y rv B (T-~.5T, O.~T) 
• Set r+(0.5T) = r+(O) + (r+(T) - r+(O))Y 
• Generate another independent draw from Y rv B (T-~.5T, O.~T) 
• Set r-(0.5T) = r-(O) + (r-(T) - r-(O))Y 
• Set X O.5T = r+(0.5T) - r- (0.5T) 
• Generate two independent draws from yi rv B (O.5T-O.25T O.25T) for i = 1 2 
v 'v ' 
• Set r+(0.25T) = r+(O) + (r+(0.5T) - r+(O))yl 
• Set r-(0.25T) = r-(O) + (r-(0.5T) - r-(0))y 2 
• Set X O.25T = r+(0.25T) - r-(0.25T) 
Subsequent steps are not listed but the pattern should be clear. Repeat until a de-
sired level of discretization is achieved. This, by construction, gives a discretized 
path of a variance gamma process. 
o 
Bridge sampling offers a number of advantages over sequential sampling. Firstly, 
since the variance in most option payoffs is concentrated in the terminal value of 
the underlying process, bridge sampling allows one to stratify the terminal values. 
This is not possible using sequential sampling. Stratification of terminal values 
reduces the variance in the option payoff thereby reducing standard errors. 
Secondly, for a given number of discretized points per path, bridge sampling re-
quires as many calls to a beta inverse function as does sequential sampling to a 
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gamma and normal inverse function. The calls to the beta inverse function are in 
fact calls to a symmetric beta distribution, i.e. B(a, a). Efficient algorithms have 
been developed which exploit this symmetry which significantly reduce comput-
ing time. In this regard, we adopt the method of L'Ecuyer & Simard (2006) for 
generating random variates from a symmetrical beta distribution. Finally, bridge 
sampling lends itself to the method of TDGBS to be discussed further on. 
It remains to price the three types of options using this bridge construction. 
The pricing of the three options remains exactly the same as discussed in the 
previous section on sequential sampling. It's only the generation of the paths 
that differs. However, since this bridge sampling method was implemented in 
pricing the three options, we discuss two variance reduction techniques that were 
employed, namely a control variate and stratification of terminal values. 
Control Variates 
We start wiih th,~ up-and-out call. vVe seek a random variable with known ex-
pectation which correlates well with tlH~ payoff of an up-and-out call. We used 
the following path independent option with payoff 
<I>(Sy) = max(Sy - K, O)lsr<L ( 4.30) 
where K < L i~~ the strike of the up-and-out call and L > So is the barrier Dne 
would expect j,his payoff to correlate fairly well with the up-and-out call payoff. 
Its expectation is known since it is merely the 'future value' of the price of the 
option with the above payoff. We therefore need to price this option and multiply 
by erT . As discussed in the previous chapter, the payoff can be replicated with a 
long call with strike K, short a call with strike L and short L - K digital calls 
with strike L. We know how to price the call options in 'closed form' using a 
variance gamma underlying12 . It remains to price the digital call. Its price is 
given by 
where F( L) is the distribution function of ST evaluated at L under the risk-
neutral measure Q. This distribution function is known in 'closed form'. We 
can price both the call and the digital option and thereby price the option with 
payoff given by equation (4.30). The control variate's expectation is known. 
The optimal coefficient b* was estimated using sample correlation and sample 
variances. Sample correlations of up to 80% were achieved for L > > K. Standard 
errors of simulations were significantly reduced. 
The control variate chosen for the lookback put is simply the terminal underlying 
value ST. The control variate chosen for the knock-out double barrier call option 
12This is discussed in Chapter 3 
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was the following payoff: 
<.P(ST) = max(ST - K, O)lsT<Ansr>B 
where A and E denote the upper and lower barriers respectively. We only con-
sider the case where K E [E, AJ. In this case, the payoff simplifies to equation 
(4.30) with L = A which coincides with the same control variate as for the up-
and-out call. We do not expect this control variate to be as effective as with the 
up-and-out call but nevertheless does its job in reducing the standard error. 
Stratification of Terminal Values 
Since the variability in the three option's payoffs is primarily concentrated on the 
underlying's terminal values, it would make sense to stratify the uniform random 
variates that generate these values. Since we have used the representation of a 
variance gamma process as the difference between two independent gamma pro-
cesses, we require two uniform variates in order to generate one terminal value. 
We therefore require to stratify the unit square as opposed to one-dimensional 
stratification of uniform random variates. Stratification forces a certain number 
of uniform draws into what's known as strata. This has the effect of covering the 
[0,1 J interval more uniformly thereby reducing the variance of the uniform draws. 
vVe divide each one-dimensional [0,1 J interval into K evenly spaced strata, i.e. 
These form one-dimensional stratum. In two-dimensions, we seek the Cartesian 
product of intervals, i.e. the ith interval of the first uniform variate and the ph 
interval of the second uniform variate have an interval of the form 
(~ i) x (~~) K'K K 'K 
In total, there will be K2 such intervals. This requires us to produce at least K2 
pairs of independent uniform draws. Given K2 uniform pairs, we need to force 
that one and only one pair gets allocated to each of the K2 strata. Given the ph 
pair of independent uniform draws (UI , U2 )j for j = 1, ... ,K2 , we simply define 
the stratified pair as follows: 
T 7j _ j - 1 + UI !' }{ 
VI - K lor j = 1,2, ... , 
ui _ i - 1 + U2 
V2 - K for i = 1,2, ... ,K 
The desired K2 pairs are (V;, V;i). We found that sufficient stratification took 
place when K = 10. 
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The bridge sampling technique discussed above has a number of advantages 
over the sequential sampling technique. However, they are both inefficient. As 
an example, we choose the up-and-out call option. Consider a final draw from 
X T = r+(T) - r-(T) which results 8 T = 8oeXr+wT > L. The payoff of this par-
ticular path is already known at this point which equals O. The bridge algorithm 
still continues to produce a variance gamma path for this particular terminal 
draw even though its payoff is already known with certainty. This creates ineffi-
ciencies since valuable computing time is wasted. In addition, it's not possible to 
vectorize one's code in Matlab using bridge sampling which means that one has 
to resort to loops which significantly increase the computing time. The TDGBS 
approach addresses this issue not just at terminal times but at subsequent points 
along the path. These Monte Carlo simulations are costly and there is a trade-off 
between convergence of the continuous time price (i.e. increasing the number of 
discretized points in a path) and computing time. 
4.5.5 Truncated Difference-of-Gammas Bridge Sampling 
The TDGBS is an algorithm specifically developed for pricing path dependent op-
tions using a variance gamma process. We follow the paper written by A vramidis 
& L'Ecuyer (2004) although we make minor modifications when deemed neces-
sary. The essential ingredients of TDGBS are firstly, the representation of the 
variance gamma process as a difference between two independent gamma pro-
cesses, and secondly, the bridge algorithm discussed above. This representation 
allows one to compute bounds (for any t E [0, TJ) on the underlying process. 
These bounds translate into bounds for the 'continuous time' option payoff. For 
certain types of options, for example barriers options, it's possible to sample un-
til the bounds coincide which gives the exact 'continuous time' payoff thereby 
eliminating all bias. In addition, the bounds on the underlying process dictate 
the option payoff after a varying number of points in a path. This allows one to 
terminate or truncate a particular path since it becomes redundant to continue 
the construction of a path if the option payoff is already known. This leads to 
significant savings in terms of computing time. We start with a discussion on 
how to construct these bounds on the (exponential) variance gamma process. 
Bounds on the Exponential Variance Gamma Process 
Let X t = r+(t) - r-(t) denote a variance gamma process with the same param-
eters as previously discussed. Suppose we sample a path of the variance gamma 
process in this order: 
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by making use of Proposition 4.5.1. Suppose we have sampled m points per 
path where m = 2k, kEN. Let tm,o = 0, tm,l,"" tm,m-l, tm,m = T denote the 
above times arranged in increasing order. For example, t 4,3 = 3J. Here's the 
proposition: 
Proposition 4.5.3 Let t E (tm,i-l, tm,i) for i = 1, ... ,m. Define three processes 
as follows: 
Lm,i SoeT}trn,i-l -r- (tm,z)+r+(tm ,i-d 
St SoeT}t+r+(t)-r-(t) 
U SoeT}trn,i+r+(tm,il- r - (tm,i-l) 
m,i 
then St (the exponential variance gamma process) is contained between Lm,i and 
Um,i for each i = 1, ... ,m, i.e. Lm,i ::; St ::; Um,i. 
Proof: Fix t E (tm,i-l, tm,i)' Note that r+(t) ::; r+(trn,i) since r+ is a surbordi-
nator (an increasing Levy process). Similarly, r-(t) 2: r-(tm,i-l)' It should be 
clear that this implies St ::; Um,i' A symmetrical argument proves that St 2: Lm,i. 
o 
One would expect that these bounds decrease monotunously as the number of 
points per path (i.e. m) increases. This is indeed the case, i.e. Lm,i ::; Lm+1,i ::; 
St ::; Um+1,i ::; Um,i' The proof is straightforward and is given in Avramidis & 
L'Ecuyer (2004). 
The truncation of paths is best explained via an example. Suppose we are in-
terested in pricing an up-and-out call option by Monte Carlo with St having 
exponential variance gamma dynamics. Let the barrier be L and the strike be K. 
Suppose we have already sampled m points in a particular path. Denote these 
values by Stm,l' Stm,2' ... ,Stm,m where Stm,Q = So. We also suppose that none of 
the Stm,i have breached L, i.e. maXi Stm,z < L. Truncating early at this point (af-
ter m steps) and calculating the payoff of max(Stm,m - K, 0) introduces bias since 
it's possible that St for t E (tm,i-l, tm,i) for i = 1, ... , m to be greater than L. 
However, using the above proposition, it's possible to tell whether St, t E [0, T], 
could be greater than L or not. Um,l provides an upper bound for St over the 
interval [0, tm,d and more generally, Um,i, provides an upper bound for St over 
the interval (tm,i-l, tm,i)' We continue as follows: 
Calculate Um,i for i = 1, ... , m. If maxi Um,i < L then truncate the sampling 
procedure. The payoff of the option in this path is max(Stm,m - K,O). This is 
because it's impossible for St to breach the barrier L for all t E [0, T]. 
If maXi Um,i > L then it's still possible for St to breach the barrier L. In this case, 
we would continue to sample more points in this particular path. You will need 
to impose an upper bound 1\.1 on the number of points per path as it is possible 
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that maxi Um,i > L and maxi Stm,i < L will occur for very large rn. It should be 
clear that this TDGBS clearly reduces computing time. ::\Joreover, assuming that 
rn < AI, the discounted payoff is an unbiased estimate of the continuous time 
price of the option. Choosing}l;I sufficiently large creates a virtually13 unbiased 
estimate of the continuous time price. 
Barrier options provide a special case where it's possible to eliminate virtually all 
bias14 . Lookbacks and Asian options are examples where the bias can never be 
completely alleviated. However, the bounds on the underlying process translate 
into bounds on the continuous time option payoff. This is assuming that the op-
tion payoff is monotonic in St given already sampled points Stm,l' St m ,2' ... ,Stm,m' 
For suppose we price a lookback put with continuous time payoff 
<1>(S) = s~Iax - ST 
Define two estimators of the payoff by 
CL,m 
CU,m 
maxLmi - ST 
i ' 
max Um,; - ST 
Using straight forward monotonicity arguments, it should be clear that CL,m < 
<1>(S) S CU,m, i.e. We have bounds on the continuous time payoff which narrow 
monctonously with increasing rn. In fact, we can improve on our lower bound 
since maXi Sm i > max; Lm i which allows us to write CL m = maXi Sm i-ST. It , -, " 
remains to give an account of how to employ the TDGBS algorithm applied to 
pricing the three options. 
Barrier Options 
We only discuss the up-and-out call option since the knock-out double barrier call 
option is very similar. We discuss the sampling of one simulation. The algorithm 
works as follows: 
Generate two independent gamma random variates, r+(T) and r-(T). We em-
ployed stratification (on the unit square) of the pseudo-random draws. Check 
immediately whether ST = Soe'l)T+r+(T)-r-(T) > L or whether ST < K. If so, 
terminate sampling, set the payoff equal to zero, and move on to the next path. 
If K < ST < L then generate two symmetrical beta random variates yl and y2. 
Compute 
S - S eO. 5'1)T+r+(T)yl-r-(T)y2 O.5T - 0 ~ 
13It is possible that Tn = AI 
14i.e. bias induced by using a discretized variance gamma path 
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If SO.5T > L then terminate sampling and set the payoff equal to zero. Oth-
erwise compute U2,1 and U2,2. If max(U2,1, U2,2) < L then set the payoff equal 
to ST - K and terminate sampling. Note that for the double barrier case, you 
would also need to compute L 2,1 and L 2,2 and check that min(L2,1, L 2,2) > B 
where B is your lower barrier. If max( U2,1, U22 ) > L then it's still possible for St 
to cross the barrier L. Continue sampling. This time you are required to generate 
four beta variates. Compute SO.25T and SO.75T· Check if max(SO.25T, SO.75T) > L 
and if so, terminate sampling and set the payoff equal to zero. If not, compute 
U4 ,1, U4,2, U4,3, U4,4' Check if max(U4 ,1, U4 ,2, U4 ,3, U4 ,'1) < L and if so, set the pay-
off equal to ST - K. If not, continue sampling etc. Continue sampling until the 
algorithm terminates the path or until some upper bound AI is reached 
Repeat the above a large number of times incorporating a control variate. The 
same control variate was used (i.e. the truncated call option). Estimate the of,ti-
mal b* coefficient using sample variances and sample correlations. Compute the 
associated summation and remembering to discount, you have obtained a vir-
tually unbiased estimate of the continuous hme payoff whilst making significant 
savings in computing time. 
Lookback Put 
Unlike barrier options, it is not possible to eliminate all bias when pricing a look-
back option. However, as discussed above, one may obtain bounds which contain 
the continuous time payoff. Simulate Sm,i for i = 1, ... , m using the variance 
gamma bridge approach incorporating stratification of terminal uniform draws. 
Compute 
CL,m maxSm,i - ST 
2 
CU,m maXUm,i - ST 
2 
These bounds narrow monotonously for increasing m. Note that the continuous 
time payoff is contained between these two bounds. In order to obtain one payoff, 
extrapolation techniques are required. One method is to simply average CL,m 
and CU,m. This was the method adopted in this dissertation. The terminal 
exponential variance gamma value (which is stratified) was used as a control 
variate. Repeat a large number of times, compute the associated summation and 
you have obtained a biased estimate of the continuous time payoff. A vramidis & 
L'Ecuyer (2004) show that if your bias is of a particular asymptotic form, then 
the TDGBS approach reduces the order of the bias quite substantially. 
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Chapter 5 
Calibration of Variance Gamma 
Model 
This section discusses how to make use of equation (4.7) to price European op-
tions with payoff f(ST)' Equation (4.7) requires us to make use of the risk-neutral 
density f~(x) given by equation (4.6). This will require us to obtain parameter 
estimates of fJ,v and 0' since rand q are observed in the market. Estimation of 
the three parameters can be implemented in several ways (e.g. Maximum like-
lihood estimation or moment matching techniques). We would like to estimate 
our parameters so that our model prices options in a manner consistent with the 
market. This is known as the market calibration problem. 
The conventional method of calibrating a model which prices options in a con-
sistent manner is that of least squares. The choice of the type of option which 
needs to be calibrated depends on the liquidity of the option. In most exchanges, 
European call options appear to be the most liquid, which is indeed the case in 
the South African market. The calibration problem can be formulated as follows: 
Given quoted market prices of European call options C*(Ki) for fixed maturity 
and various strikes K i , i = 1, ... , N, model prices of European call options de-
noted by CVG(Ki,fJ,O',v) where CVG(Ki,fJ,O',v) are given by equation (4.8), we 
need to solve the following least squares problem: 
. N 
rHIn 
fJ, v, 0' I)C*(Ki ) - CVG(Ki' fJ, 0', v)? (5.1) 
i=l 
subject to fJ E lR\ {O}, v > 0 and 0' > O. 
It should be noted that several problems arise with the formulation of equation 
(5.1). The most important problem is that the formulation is ill-posed. The pa-
rameters fJ, v, a which minimize equation (5.1), are highly sensitive to changes in 
C* (I(i). This is clearly an undesirable feature of a calihration engine. Secondly, 
as pointed out by Tankov (2004), the least squares formulation does not guar-
antee a solution. Tankov (2004) give an example of a least squares formulation 
68 
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which does not admit a solution whereas a solution does in fact exist. 
Note that the computation of CVG(Ki' 13, (J, v) involves some lengthy and expen-
sive calculations since numerical integration techniques are required to compute 
equation (4.8). The integrand itself is written in terms of an integral (the modified 
Bessel function) although this does not pose a serious problem since efficient C++ 
and Matlab source code is available. Functions were written for CVG(Ki' 13, (J, v) 
in C++ and Matlab which coincided with Monte Carlo integration. The technique 
of Romberg integration was implemented in C++. Romberg integration is an 
efficient algorithm which reduces the number of partitions required in using the 
Trapezoidal quadrature technique without loss of precision. See William H. Press 
& Flannery (1992) for a discussion which includes source code. In Matlab, we 
made use of the function quad. The function uses an adaptive recursive Simp-
son's rule. 
The above minimization problem was solved in C++ by making use of the NeIder 
and l'vlead method. The NeIder and Mead method minimizes functions of the 
form f : ~d ----+ ~+ by changing the d parameters. The function used in our case 
would be f (13, (J, v) = "L;:1 (CVG (Ki' 13, (J, v) - C* (K;)? Run times took several 
minutes given the complexity of just one call to f. The method is not guaranteed 
to find a global minimum (should it exist) but will find local minima depending 
on how you initialize your starting points. 
The same least squares formulation was carried out in Matlab using the lsqnonlin 
command. The lsqnonlin requires a vector-valued function f as input and a 
vector of parameters. The command implicitly constructs sums of squared dif-
ferences. Denoting r as the ith component of f, then in our case, f would take 
the following form: fi(Ki, 13, (J, v) = CVG(Ki' 13, (J, v) - C*(Ki) for i = 1, ... N. 
The command then minimizes "L;:1 (Ji)2 by changing 13, (J, v. lsqnonlin uses the 
interior-reflective Newton method. The run times for the algorithm were lengthy 
and we again encountered several problems. Different starting points were chosen 
and all produced local minima. The problem with this method is that the vari-
ous estimated parameters that produced local minima were quite distinct. The 
decision of which triplet of parameters (iJ, 0-, v) to use is not clear. The algorithm 
is essentially finding a 'valley' of local minima with different values of estimated 
parameters. This is a problem specific to least squares calibration as pointed out 
in Tankov (2004). 
The least squares formulation is not only ill-posed but very dependent on how 
you initialize 13, (J, v. This confirmed that the problem at hand was not the min-
imization algorithm but a problem specific to the least squares formulation. 
One must bear ill mind that the choice of parameters are very important for 
the pricing and hedging of more exotic options. Suppose that J, 6-, v and 0, (j, i/ 
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The first method is probably the least well known and a brief discussion is pre-
sented in Cont & Tankov (2002). The second approach, abbreviated by PIDE, 
can be set up if one knows the Levy measure of the underlying Levy process. The 
PIDE looks very similar to a PDE that one obtains using Kolmogorov's equations 
although there is an extra term. This term is a stochastic integral involving the 
jump measure of the Levy process. PIDE's are considerably more complex to 
firstly set up and secondly to solve. The author believes that PIDE's would be a 
plausible method to apply if one uses a jump-diffusion process or at least a Levy 
process which has a finite Levy measure. This is far too restrictive in our setting, 
since we require the variance gamma process to price options which has an infi-
nite Levy measure. Methods do exist to solve PIDE's for processes with infinite 
Levy measure but involves some sophisticated mathematics worth exploring in a 
separate topic. See Cont & Tankov (2002) for a lengthy discussion. PIDE's will 
not be pursued any further. 
The Monte Carlo method has been chosen in this dissertation as the method 
of pricing path dependent options in a Levy world. We will focus on pricing the 
same three options as we did in the previous chapter. They are: 
• U p-and-out Call option 
• Lookback Put option 
• Knock-out double barrier (~all option 
We have chosen the variance gamma process (discussed in detail in Chapter 3) to 
price the above options. A comparison will be made between prices obtained for 
the above three options priced in a Black-Scholes world and a variance gamma 
world. 
4.5.2 Monte Carlo Methods 
We give a brief discussion of applying Monte Carlo methods, alluding to the 
advantages and disadvantages specific to pricing path dependent options. For 
an extremely well written and comprehensive text on Monte Carlo methods in 
finance, we refer you to Glasserman (2004). 
Suppose we have a random variable X with known distribution function F and 
associated parameter(s). Suppose that we require lE[g(X)] but this is not known 
in closed form. Monte Carlo methods can provide an estimate of the above ex-
pectation by simulating observations with distribution F, transforming them by 
9 and computing the sample mean. Since F is known then so is its inverse F- 1 
since one can also obtain F- 1 either in closed form or by numerical methods 
such as Newton's method or acceptance/rejection methods. The method works 
as follows: 
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• Simulate n uniform random variables Ui for i = 1 ... , n 
• Compute Xi = F- 1 (Ui ) 
• Compute g(Xi ) 
• Compute ~ I:~1 g(Xi ) = IE[g(X)J is an estimator of lE[g(X)J 
See Glasserman (2004) for details. This is the most simplistic approach to esti-
mating lE[g(X)J and is usually referred to as a brute force Monte Carlo simula-
tion since no variance reduction techniques have been employed. An estimator, 
iJ = IE[g(X)J of 8 = lE[g(X)J, is said to be unbiased if lE[iJJ = 8 and consistent 
if lE[iJJ ----t 8 in probability as n ----t 00. An estimator (even if it's unbiased) is 
meaningless unless we can quantify the error is in our approximation. The most 
commonly used measure is referred to as the mean square error, defined as follows: 
JvISE(iJ) lE[(iJ - 8)2J 
lE[(iJ _lE(iJ))2J + (lE[iJJ - 8)2 
VaT(iJ) + Bias2 (iJ) 
The formula can be further simplified since 8 is an expectation of the form 8 = 
lE[g(X)J. It follows that 
VaT(iJ) = VaT(IE[g(X)]) = VaT - Lg(Xi ) = 2 LVaT(g(Xi )) = g(X) (
In ) 1 n 0"2 
n n n 
i=l i=l 
where O".;(X) is the variance of g(X). We will henceforth refer to the ratio 
as the standard error of a Monte Carlo simulation. This becomes the important 
measure of error when one deals with unbiased estimators. However, in practical 
situations, O"g(X) is unknown. This is because one requires knowledge of lE[g(X)J 
in order to compute O"g(X) which is precisely what we trying to estimate in the 
first place. However, 0" g(X), can be consistently estimated by 
Sg(X) = 
1 n 
- '"'(g(Xi ) - IE[g(X)J)2 
n-1 L 
i=l 
which is known, albeit a random variable since it changes from simulation to 
simulation. Clearly, the smaller the standard error, the more confidence one 
would have in one's estimate of lE[g(X)J. A naive answer is to simply increase n 
but this has two serious drawbacks. Firstly, the larger the n, the greater the length 
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are such that they produce the same local minima for some calibration technique 
(e.g. least squares). Suppose we'd like to price a European barrier option or any 
type of exotic option. These two models will produce wildly different prices if 
II(~, a, v) - (J, CJ, nil is large. Perhaps more importantly, is that hedging strate-
gies (e.g. delta hedging) will be very different. We hence need to find a calibration 
technique which satisfies the following criteria: 
1. Produces theoretical prices which are 'closest' to market prices. The 'close-
ness' measure will depend on the calibration engine you choose. 
2. Continuity of solution. Perturbations of market prices leading to a small 
and smooth change in the estimated parameters. 
3. A solution vector of parameters which does not depend on how one initial-
izes them. 
The least squares formulation does not satisfy these criteria. Another approach, 
which will be adopted in this dissertation, is that instead of calibrating the ob-
served call option prices to equation (4.8), one may calibrate the observed risk-
neutral density of the underlying security to that of the theoretical risk-neutral 
density given by equation (4.6). This approach has the advantage of satisfying 
the above criteria but has drawbacks in that the solution vector of parameters 
may not produce a local minima in the least squares setting. 
Our task involves calibrating the risk-neutral distribution of our underlying se-
curity and not the 'real world' density given by equation (3.9). Estimation tech-
niques1 can be used to calibrate the 'real world' density using past log returns. Es-
timates of the three parameters can be obtained but there is no reason why these 
are the same three parameters as in equation (4.6). In a Black-Scholes market 
we have the remarkable result that the volatility parameter 0-, is invariant under 
change of equivalent measure (Girsanov's Theorem), i.e. o-RealWorld = o-RNworld. 
No such results exist in a variance gamma world and we have no reason to be-
lieve that 1JRealWorld = 1JRNworld etc. The risk-neutral world is, unfortunately, 
not directly observable. We do, however, have the extremely useful result given 
by Breeden & Litzenberger (1978), coupled with some interpolating techniques, 
which allows us to back out an implied risk-neutral distribution of our underlying 
security. 
5.1 Data Used in Market Calibration 
SAFEX (The South African Futures Exchange) is an organization which allows 
for exchange traded futures contracts and options on futures contracts. SAFEX 
lrnaxirnurn likelihood seems to dominate the literature 
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offers futures contracts and options on these contracts on various indices expiring 
every 3 months on the 3rd Thursday of that particular month. The option prices 
used in our market calibration will be European call options on futures contracts 
on the ALSI (The All Share Index). These option contracts are the most liquid 
on SAFEX and have a wide range of strikes available. These option contracts are 
traded on volatilities and the SAFEX Black formula2 is used to recover the price 
in Rands. 
The data used in our calibration was extracted from volatilities quoted on 24 
March 2005. Note that these volatilities are not mark-to-market volatilities3 but 
volatilities on the very last trade on 24 March 2005. These European call options 
on futures contracts on the ALSI expire on the 16 June 2005 at which time the 
futures contract is also closed out. Since they both expire on the same date, the 
futures option price must coincide with that of the underlying index option price 
to exclude arbitrage. This allows us to price these futures option contracts as if 
they an~ index options. We used the 3-month JIBAR rate as a proxy for the con-
stant risk-free rate over the period. The 3-month JIBAR is a quoted simple rate 
which converted to 7.48% as a continuously compounded rate. The futures price 
on the ALSI on 24 March 2005 was 12050 which means that the implied index 
level must be 12050e-0.0748(0.23) = 11843 to exclude arbitrage4 . We can hence-
forth treat. the observed option prices as options on an index with spot price 
So = 11BA3, i.e. we can assume index dynamics which would be an exp:)nential 
variance gamma process. There are 46 different strikes available WIth their asso-
ciated volatilities. The strikes range from 8555.5 to 13978 and all contracts have 
a time to expiry of 84 days (0.23 years). 
5.2 Construction of the Implied Risk-Neutral 
Distribution 
Breeden & Litzenberger (1978) showed that the implied risk-neutral probability 
density function of an underlying securit.y is given by t.he second derivative of the 
call price with respect to strike. To be precise, let Ft,T be the time t-futures price 
of an underlying security 5 such that FT,T = ST. Letting Ct(K, T) be the time 
2This is very similar to Black's formula for futures options but is modified since options are 
fully margined at SAFEX and not paid for upfront. See vVest (2006) for an excellent explanation 
3this is what SAFEX publishes (for margining purposes) but is incorrect for analysis since 
it is a weighted average of the last couple of hours trading and not the last day's trade 
4we have assumed a constant risk-free rate which implies that futures and forward prices 
coincide 
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i-price of a futures call option then 
oCo(K, T) 
oK 
o2Co(K, T) 
OK2 
Q(ST:::; K) - 1 
f~(K) 
(5.2) 
(5.3) 
where Q is a risk-neutral measure and f~ is the risk-neutral density of ST. See 
Knox & Ouwehand (2006) for an easy to understand one line proof. This is 
an incredibly powerful theoretical result and only useful for practical purposes 
if we have a continuum of strikes available (else the partial derivatives are not 
defined). It's obvious that only a discrete set of strikes are available and one 
would need to construct a differentiable curve fitting all, in our case, 46 pairs of 
data points through the option price, strike space. This can be made possible 
via the cubic spline technique of interpolation which fits a third degree piecewise 
defined polynomial to all data points. To be specific, let Ki and Ci denote the 
46 strikes and obserw,d call option prices for i = 1, ... ,46. \Ve attempt to fit the 
following cubic equation: 
The C i and Ki are known and we attempt to fit a cubic curve to solve for C(K) 
for K i- K i · Note that we have to solve for a total of 180 (45 x 4) coefficients 
since there are only 4') splines connecting all data points. \Ve must have the 
constraint that C(Ki) = Ci (the spline must pass through all points) and that 
the curve is continuous and differentiable in K. This leaves us with a further 46 
constraints on the coefficients in order to obtain a unique solution for the 180 
coefficients See Hagan & West (2006) for details. We adopt t.he natural cubic 
spline which requires the entire curve to be twice differentiable and that both end 
points have a second derivative of zero. This was implemented in Matlab using 
the scape command in the Spline Toolbox. 
vVe now have a differentiable curve C(K) for all K E [8555.5,13978]. The c.d.f. 
(cumulative distribution function) can be obtained by differentiating the above 
curve with respect to strike and shifting the curve up by 1. This can be achieved 
in Matlab using the fnder command in the Spline Toolbox. Let us define the 
implied risk-neutral c.d.£. obtained by Fimp(K). The graph below depicts the 
implied risk-neutral distribution function of the index level (for expiry 16-June 
2005). 
It should be pointed out that the implied risk-neutral distribution function 
obtained by differentiation is defined for Index E [8555.5, 13978] and not for 
Index E [0, (0). The above curve has a minimum of Fimp(8555.5) = 0.02065 
and a maximum Fimp(13978) = 0.99925. It becomes necessary to include two 
extra points which have the property that Fimp(O) = 0 and Fimp( (0) = 1. In 
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Figure 5.1: Implied risk-neutral c.d.f. 
addition, we require two smooth curves joining the newly constructed points. 
The reason for this is because we require to simulate from this c.d.f. Fi--;;"~ (x) for 
x E [0,0.02065] U [0.99925, 1] which is not defined unless we add two extra points 
along with their associated curves joining the points. The upper tail did not pose 
a problem since a random number drawn in [0.99925,1] occurs with probability 
less than 0.001 but random numbers drawn in [0,0.02065] occurred far more reg-
ularly. It was decided to fit log-normal5 tails. The log-normal distribution has 
two parameters and we have two constraints in that the curve must pass through 
the points Ftmp(O) = 0 and Fimp(8555.5) = 0.02065. The two parameters for the 
log-normal density were (uniquely) solved using a two by two system of non-linear 
equations and Fi--;;"~(x) is now defined for x E [0,0.99925]. 
\Ve will not bother with the probability density function (p.d.f.) since the second 
derivative of a cubic function is a linear function which means that the implied 
p.d.f. obtained will consist of kinked straight lines. This would then require 
simulation from the density and apply kernel smoothing techniques to obtain a 
smooth p.d.f. 
5 t his is equivalent to fitting Gaussian tails for the log density 
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5.3 Market Calibration of the Variance Gamma 
Model 
This section provides a method for calibrating the risk-neutral variance gamma 
p.d.f. given by equation (4.6) to the implied risk-neutral density given by 8Fi,;;)K) 
with Fimp(K) obtained in the previous section. \Ve will adopt the method of 
matching the first four moments of the risk-neutral variance gamma p.d.f. to that 
of the implied risk-neutral distribution. Recall that St = SoeT}tHG(t,w)+O"B(G(t,w),w) 
under the risk-neutral measure Q with T7 given by equation (4.4). Defining R(n) 
to be the nth risk-neutral raw moment, it is easy to show that 
(5.4) 
This can be verified by conditioning the expectation on G(t, w) = z and pro-
ceeding in a similar fashion as we did in obtaining the characteristic function of 
Y(t, w) = In ~~. It follows that the first four central moments /-1i of St are given 
by: 
/-11 R(l) 
/-12 R(2) - R(1)2 
/-13 R(3) - 3R(2)R(1) + 2R(1)3 
/-14 R(4) - 4R(3)R(1) + 6R(2)R(1)2 - 3R(1)4 
The /-1i given above are all functions of {),v and a which we require to estimate. 
We need to match up these four theoretic moments to the implied risk-neutral 
moments and solve for the three parameters. 
The implied risk-neutral moments can be accurately estimated by simulating ob-
servations with c.d.f. Fimp(K) and obtain sample estimates of the first four central 
moments. Recall that if U has a uniform distribution on [0,1] then Fi-:n~(U) has 
distribution Fimp. This boils down to finding zeros of Fimp (u) - u where u is a 
drawing from a uniform random variable on [0,1]. Newton's method is probably 
the most efficient method to find zeros but may not converge for certain values of 
u. The Bisection method was chosen which is less efficient than Newton's method 
but guaranteed to find a root should it exist. We now have a method to simulate 
observations with c.d.f. Fimp(K). We repeat this a large number of times (10000 
in our case) and obtain sample estimates6 of the first four central moments. We 
will denote our sample estimates of the implied risk-neutral central moments by 
{Li' The following sample estimates of the moments of Fimp(K) were obtained 
6i.e. if Xi is an i.i.d sequence of N drawings from X then ih = L::l .ri 
A_I ",N (. .-)2 A_I ",N (.-)3 A_I "',V (. ,~)..I 
112 - !Ii L...i=l Xi -.r ,/13 - !Ii L...i=l Xi - X ,JLl - !Ii L...i=l Xi - J. 
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from 10000 simulations: 
Stdev Coef Skewness Coef Kurtosis 
967.89 -1.5478 6.6982 
Note that these measures displayed in the table above are normalized versions of 
iLi which more useful for interpretation. 
\Ve are now in a position to solve for {J ,1/ and (J by equating fLi = iLi for i = 2,3,4. 
It is not necessary to equate ILl = iLl since this is independent of the three pa-
rameters and by construction of Q yields Soet(r- q ) = ILl. We have a system of 
three non-linear equations in three unknowns {J,1/ and (J. It's not clear a priori 
whether a unique solution exists but a least squares formulation produced a min-
imum of very close to zero which suggested that a unique sobtion may exist. We 
instead formulated the problem as a three by three system of non-linear equations. 
Solve for {J, 1/, (J such that ILi({J, 1/, (J) - {ii = 0 for i = 2,3,4 (5.5) 
This can be achieved through the command fsolve in the Optimization Toolbox 
in MATLAB. fsolve uses the Gauss-Newton method and convergence is fast. The 
solution vector is given by 
{J = -0.24065 1/ = 0.32634 (J = 0.13489 (5.6) 
These parameters translate into the following coefficients of skewness and kurto-
sis of the risk-neutral log density of the underlying ALSI index: 
Coef Skewness Coef Kurtosis 
-2.1176 34.8816 
The estimates are consistent with the theory that risk-neutral return distributions 
(or log densities) display negative skewness and are leptokurtic. 
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Numerical Results and 
Conclusions 
Chapter 4 has investigated the pricing of three path dependent options 2,ssuming 
underlying dyni:1mics given by geomerric Brownian motion and dynamics given 
by an exponential variance gamma process. Apart from the desirable qualitative 
characteristics of the variance gamma process, we would expect the associated 
model to price observed vanilla options more consistently than the Black-Scholes 
model. The variance gamma process has three parameters which provide control 
over skewne,ss and kurtosis whereas Brownian motion assumes zero skewr.F;ss and 
a constant ("Jefficient of kurtosis equaling 3. The volatility parameter 0- in the 
Black-Scholes model is the only parameter we have available for calibrating the 
model. In the absence of hedging strategies, we can tentatively conclude that we 
would have more confidence in pricing path dependent options under variance 
gamma dynamics. 
6.1 Comparison of Prices of Path Dependent 
Options 
In this section we attempt to make comparisons of prices obtained for the three 
options of interest. It's not immediately obvious as to how a comparison can 
be constructed since there are many ways of performing this. We have selected 
one such method described below. Chapter 5 provided a discussion on how to 
calibrate the variance gamma model. The method worked as follows: 
• Collect data on vanilla option prices in the market with different strikes. 
We chose call options . 
• Fit a continuous curve in (C, I<)-space where C is the call option price with 
strike I<. 
76 
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• Differentiate once and add 1 to obtain an implied risk-neutral distribution 
function of ST at a fixed time T. 
• Simulate from the distribution function and obtain sample estimates of the 
2nd ,3 rd and 4th central moments. 
• l'vlatch these sample moments to the 2nd 3Td 4th theoretical central mo-, , 
ments. Solve for the triplet (il,v,a). 
The triplet (il, v, a) best fits the implied risk-neutral distribution given our method 
of calibration. Our data set obtained from SAF EX consisted of 46 pairs of call 
option prices (on the ALSI futures index) and strikes with a fixed maturity of 84 
days. We obtained the following triplet: 
{) = --0-24065 v = 0.32634 a = 0.13489 (6.1) 
This triplet will be used in subsequent analysis. In order to make a meaningful 
comparison, we adopt t-he same method for the Black-Scholes model. Since the 
Black-Scholes model has only one parameter a, we match this up to the second 
sample central moment (the sample variance) of ST. The second sample moment 
obtained was 967.892 . The theoretical variance of ST in a Black-Scholes world l 
is given by 
where r = 0.0748, Su = 11843 and T = 0.23. This yields a unique solution for 
a given by 0.167. This is the parameter used as an input in our various Black-
Scholes pricing calculators. 
We first examine how the two models match up with observed prices of op-
tions. vVe use the same data. Figure (6.1) displays a comparison of the prices 
of vanilla options using the variance gamma model and the Black-Scholes model 
with 'optimal' parameters given above. We only plot the option interpolated 
curves for strikes greater than 10500. Both models priced deep in-the-money call 
options (for strikes < 10500) extremely well. 
It's clear that the Black-Scholes model calibrated well for call options struck 
in-the-money whilst over pricing deep out-of-the-money options. One striking 
feature is that the variance gamma model consistently overpriced options struck 
at or close to the money. The model did very well in pricing deep out-of-the-
money options since the process is capturing the kurtosis in the implied risk-
neutral distribution. One such quantitative measure of pricing accuracy is the 
sum of squared pricing errors where the sum is taken over all 46 strikes. The vari-
ance gamma model faired better in this regard although not too much cognizance 
lunder the risk-neutral measure Q 
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Figure 6.1: Comparison of Calibrated I\Iodels 
should be taken from this. We now rutke a comparison of how the models faired 
in pricing the three path dependent oI~tions. 
Up-and-Out Call Option 
We implemented the TDGBS algorithm in pricing the up-and-out call option un-
der variance gamma dynamics. In fact, the algorithm was used in pricing all three 
path dependent options. The algorithm was programmed in Matlab. Unfortu-
nately, the TDBGS algorithm does not lend itself to vectorized code in Matlab 
and loops had to be used instead. This slowed down the simulations quite sig-
nificantly when compared to sequential sampling2 which was implemented with 
vectorized code. However, since the TDGBS algorithm terminates the sampling 
of a path if the payoff is already known, it proved to be far quicker than sequential 
sampling. In addition, our symmetric beta generator was more than two and a 
half times the speed of the betainv function in Matlab. i\Iost importantly, the 
payoff is a virtually unbiased estimate of the 'continuous time' payoff. 
We used the closed form solution given by Proposition 4.4.5 to price the bar-
rier option in a Black-Scholes world. \Ve use the same parameters as discussed 
above. \Ve decided to fix the barrier level at 12500 and vary the strike ranging 
from 11300 to 12400. The time to maturity for these options was less than 3 
2i.e. for a given path consisting of the same number of discretizecl points 
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months (0.23 years). On the same set of axes, we also priced the same set of 
options but with a longer maturity (1 year). Since the expected the value of Sl 
under Q is larger than the barrier, it was decided to shift the barrier (for T = 1) 
to 13000. Figure (6.2) plots all four price curves for various strikes. It's clear 
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Figure 6.2: Up-and-out Call option 
1.22 1.24 
X 104 
that the variance gamma prices are far greater than Black-Scholes for all strikes. 
The gap widens as the option becomes deeper in-the-money. 
Lookback Put 
Lookback puts do not have any strikes or barriers so plots cannot be produced. 
We priced the short-dated option with expiry 0.23 years and found the Black-
Scholes price of 674.12 far greater than the variance gamma price of 460.53. 
Pricing the longer term option with expiry 1 year had a similiar result. The 
variance gamma price of 1089.4 is significantly less than the Black-Scholes price 
of 1225.5. 
Double barrier call option 
\Ve implemented the TDGBS algorithm and priced the double barrier option. We 
chose the same set of strikes as we did with the up-and-out call option. \Ve fixed 
the luwer and upper barriers at 11000 and 12500 respectively. Figure (6.3) plots 
the set of prices for various strikes and a fixed maturity of 0.23 years. The cor-
responding Black-Scholes prices obtained using equation (4.27) is super-imposed 
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on the same set of axes. \iVe also made comparisons for longer term options. Here 
we chose a maturity of 1 year. Here we pushed the lower and upper barriers out 
to 10500 and 13500 respectively to avoid obtaining prices that are too small and 
hence difficult to compare. 
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Figure 6.3: Double barrier knock-out call option. T = 0.23 
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6.2 Conclusions and Recommendations 
This dissertation has investigated an alternate method of pricing options. The 
variance gamma process forms part of the very general class of Levy processes. 
The process is pure jump which contrasts to popular diffusion based processes. 
We advocate the variance gamma model for its qualitative properties rather than 
statistical issues such as 
• How well the model fits market prices of options. 
• Sufficient parameters to maintain control over skewness and kurtosis 1Il 
implied return distributions 
Since stock prices, futures prices and indices in reality move by jumps, it seems 
natural to choose a model which incorporates jumps. Pure jump processes are 
far more difficult to analyze than diffusion processes and the relevant theory 
is discussed in Chapters 2 and 3. The variance gamma model has been well 
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Figure 6.4: Double barrier knock-out call option. T = 1 
81 
studied in pricit.'lg European options where payoffs are path independent. This 
dissertation con;.crns the pricing of more exotic type options whose payoff depeilds 
on the path. Since the variance gamma process is pure jump, the pricing of barrier 
options is considerably more complex. We have resorted to Monte Carlo methods 
and implement the very efficient TDGBS algorithm developed by A vramidis & 
L'Ecuyer (2004). The algorithm not only dramatically improves CPU times but 
it becomes possible to virtually eliminate all bias in pricing barrier options. We 
chose three path dependent options to make a comparison with Black-Scholes 
prices. The results show dramatic differences in prices. It's quite remarkable how 
the two models calibrated equally well with the implied risk-neutral distributions 
yet yield such vastly different prices when applied to exotic type options. This 
illustrates just how important your decision is in choosing underlying dynamics. 
Whilst vanilla options may yield similiar prices to the Black-Scholes model, prices 
of exotic options are wildly different. The choice of which price is 'correct' or more 
rational cannot be answered without constructing approximate hedges. Recall 
that the variance gamma model is incomplete and we recommend future research 
into static and dynamic hedging of path dependent options under variance gamma 
dynamics. 
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